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Aspen Skiing Company will follow all state, federal, OSHA and county recommendations and guidelines
including, but not limited to the following:
o Adherence to state sector guidelines and restrictions, including appropriate capacity limits for the
dial level.
o ASC will adhere to 5 Commitments of Containment: social distancing, wearing of face coverings
properly, frequent hand washing, attention to symptoms and staying home if symptoms are
known, getting tested if symptoms appear.
o All employees will be required not to come to work if they are sick or showing symptoms.
Employees that do show up at work sick will be sent home or sent to seek medical care if
warranted.
o Staff will be required to comply with public health isolation or quarantine orders while not
reporting to work.
o Staff will be required to wear proper face coverings consisting of 2 layers or more.
o ASC will assist Pitkin County Public Health in contact tracing efforts by maintaining up-to-date
employee schedules and collecting accurate employee contact information to include local
address and current phone number.
o Masks/face coverings must be worn properly at all times indoors and outdoors in public spaces
(other than while skiing/riding as allowed pursuant to state guidelines). Dining safety will be
enforced with proper spacing when masks are not being worn due to eating and drinking.
o All employees will be required to wear disposable gloves when handling food or bio material,
including all Ski Patrol interactions with guests where physical contact is required.
o All working employees checking in on property at scheduled area will check in daily detailing
their temperature and current symptom check.
o Wall and floor signage (indoor and outdoor) will be placed where appropriate to indicate social
distancing, face covering requirements and maximum persons in a given space.
o Hand sanitizer with at least 60% alcohol is conveniently located in areas for guest and employee
use in the front and back of house. (All references to hand sanitizer below will meet these
requirements.)
o We have increased cleaning and sanitizing of all public spaces and offices. ASC will use
disinfection guidelines set by EPA or CDPHE guidance. https://www.epa.gov/pesticideregistration/list-n-disinfectants-coronavirus-covid-19 .

o The CDPHE guidance is found at https://covid19.colorado.gov/cleaning-guidance
o Follow all CDPHE guidance for COVID outbreaks
o Acrylic screens are placed in high traffic zones where guests and employees interact for
transactions.
o We are working with other local constituents and local health authorities to explore the
development of additional comprehensive testing strategies for all employees.
o We will fulfill the Additional Tactics listed in the State guidance and County plan.
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State Requirement Grid
Requirement Category
LPHA collaboration

Community engagement

Communication with
guests

Description of requirement

How will the ski area collaborate with
the LPHA and communicate capacity and LPHA
anticipated attendance to the LPHA?
How will the ski area obtain regular
community feedback on what is working
and what is not working? How will the ski
area coordinate with community leaders,
Community
local businesses, and lodging and
housing entities to identify possible gaps
in outbreak prevention systems, or
where lines of responsibility are less
clear?
How will the ski area communicate state
and local orders, guidelines, and safety
protocols to guests both while at the
Guestcom
resort and, where possible, for guest
planning ahead of arrival?

Physical Distancing

How will the ski area ensure physical
distancing of 6 feet between parties on
the mountain, in lift lines, in the base
area, and in parking lots? What steps will
the ski area take if they find that guests
are congregating in base or other areas?

Gondola operations

How will the ski area configure gondola
seating and operations to achieve
adequate physical distancing?

Mask-wearing

How will the ski area ensure masks or
face coverings are worn to the maximum
extent practicable in both indoor and
outdoor public spaces, ski schools, and
while riding chairlifts or gondolas,
recognizing exceptions for safety, dining,
or while actively engaged in skiing,
riding, or other distanced outdoor
activities?

Crowd and resource
management

Plan Section

How will the ski area manage crowd sizes
(in staging areas, parking lots, base
areas, and other common areas) and
ensure that limited resources (restaurant
space, indoor space, etc.) aren’t places of
gathering or congregation? How will the
ski area ensure physical distancing in
restrooms and locker rooms, accounting
for ventilation and avoiding crowding in
lines or waiting areas?

Guestcom
Expectedoperations

Gondola
Liftoperations
Rental
Skischool
Expectedoperations
Mountaindining
Guestcom
Listed throughout
plan

Expectedoperations
Guestcom
HVAC
Enforcement
Listed throughout
plan
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Health screenings and
symptom tracking

How will the ski area approach health
screenings for employees and guests,
ensuring that employees and guests who
are sick, exhibiting symptoms, or have
been recently exposed to COVID-19 are
not allowed to participate?

Guestcom
Enforcement

Ski school policy

What adjustments will the ski area make
to ski school and private or affiliated onmountain operators (such as private
instructors, adaptive or non-profit
programs, or external
teams/organizations) to ensure public
health safety and prevent COVID-19
transmission to the greatest extent
possible?

Skischool

Enforcement

How will the ski area/resort ensure
compliance with state and local orders
and guidelines, as well as area-specific
policies, and enforce policies with guests
and staff?

Enforcement

Employee housing

How does the ski area plan to ensure
safe employee housing environments,
mitigate risks between employee
housing and work, quickly communicate
with staff regarding updated directives
and precautions, and ensure that
employees that test positive can isolate
effectively and safely?

Housing

Isolation housing

How will the ski area work with the local
community in community-wide efforts to
create opportunities for visiting guests to
safely isolate and quarantine themselves
in the event that they test positive or
need to quarantine during their stay and
cannot travel?

Community
Housing

Après-ski

How does the ski area plan to coordinate
with local partners on après-ski
gatherings and activities to ensure that
distancing, masking, and capacity
requirements are maintained?

Enforcement
Community

Extreme weather events

How does the ski area plan to coordinate
with LPHAs in case of an extreme
weather event or emergency?

Weather
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Continuous learning of
scaling of operations

How will the ski area be prepared to
scale operations up or down depending
on epidemiological developments due to
COVID-19, or where the host community
is on the dial? How will the ski area learn
from its initial opening and improve
protocols based on experience?

Scale
Capacity

Cancellation and
postponement policies

How will the ski area address
cancellation and postponement policies
so that guests do not feel pressured to
come if they are sick? How will the ski
area communicate to guests that they
should reschedule their vacation if they
begin to experience any symptoms
before traveling?

Guestcom

Unique on-mountain work
environments

How will the ski area ensure adequate
physical distancing in working
environments that don't directly fit the
state guidance for office spaces, such as
lift operation huts, ski patrol cabins, and
other indoor, on-slope structures?

Mountaindining
Liftoperations
PatrolHQ
HVAC

A. Expected Operations
Aspen Skiing Company’s (ASC) primary goal for this season is to safely operate for the entirety of the season,
while supporting and ensuring that our community stays safe and healthy. ASC understands that this must be
part of a broader community wide effort. ASC is committed to utilizing an array of tools including: product
types, lift maze design, cleaning and disinfecting, required face covering and social distancing to seek to create
a safe guest experience consistent with CDC, State and Local health guidelines. An element of this effort will
include a concerted push to spread skier usage more evenly across the 4 mountains and the entire season,
including driving business from peak periods into non-peak periods.
*Employees will be scheduled in work groups, where possible, to reduce inter-mingling.
*ASC provides free flu shots to employees, sends out messaging encouraging staff to get flu shots, and
additional reminders are sent out monthly.
B. Ability to scale up or down
ASC will work in concert with local and state officials on understanding: hospital capacity levels valley and
state wide, transmission rates, and current local/state restrictions. Triggers will be based upon local corona
statistics and state COVID dial assessments. (https://covid19.colorado.gov/data/covid-19-dial/covid-19-dialdashboard) In addition to the overarching business model described above, ASC has developed a backup
reservation system that can be implemented in the event the aforementioned COVID related metrics move to
problematic levels. Additionally, in the event of outbreaks in any specific on-mountain facility, ASC will have
the ability to provide alternative employees and quarantine or isolate the employees at that facility or close that
specific facility as required by local health authorities. Finally, as designed, ASC additionally has the ability to
flex capacity within any specific on-mountain facilities to either greater or smaller capacities numbers as
directed by local and state health authorities and guidance over the course of the ski season.
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C. Capacity *The following section on capacity is considered proprietary and is not available for public
consumption*
ASC has undertaken a wholesale analysis of capacity and product mix to develop an evaluation of ability and
capacity. ASC has worked internally and with SE Group to identify total volume targets based on: uphill lift
capacity, total acreage, on mountain facilities, and portals for entry to the resorts, and has developed a
pass/ticket model that we believe will support comfortable volume targets with additional flexibility in the event
greater numbers of skiers show up than modeling would suggest.
Regarding on hill capacity, based upon historic guest visitation data, future modeling adjusted for expected
changes in visitation (ie, decreases in international visitation, increases in drive market visitation), and third
party (SE Group) confirmed COVID adjusted comfortable carrying capacity, ASC has developed a pass and
ticket model that will target a guest visitation level across the season that ASC believes can be supported across
the resort with room for appropriate social distancing. Aspects of ASC’s pass and ticket model include the
creation of the Valley Weekday and the Valley 7-day product to incentivize locals with scheduling flexibility to
avoid peak times and the reduction of Ikon pass access via removing access to Aspen Snowmass from the Ikon
Base pass product. Starting this season, only Ikon full and Ikon Base Pass Plus product holders will be able to
access Aspen Snowmass, naturally taking down expected volume.
In addition, we are engaging in the following in order to further support physical distancing in our resort
locations.












Placement of employees and security at locations to monitor traffic, indoor volume and to enforce
distancing and face covering requirements.
Use of technology for purchasing and obtaining lift data (tickets).
Requirement that all Ikon Pass holders accessing Aspen Snowmass utilize the Ikon reservation system
throughout the season.
Disallowing sight-seeing passengers on our lifts during busy periods.
Disallowing uphilling during busy periods.
Ski School start times will be staggered to minimize crowding. Ski School will be on a reservation only
process for all products offered.
Parking information via an app designed to inform customers of lot availability.
Use of queuing apps for rental process to minimize lines and allow for process that minimizes indoor
traffic in rental shops.
Use of ordering apps for pre-ordering food to be picked up.
Placement of tents at and near certain food/beverage outlets to increase physically distanced seating
capacity.
Placement of new picnic tables in multiple locations across the mountains to provide additional outdoor
physically distanced seating capacity.

ASC will be in direct communication with the county LPHA in an ongoing basis throughout the season as more
fully described in the LPHA Collaboration section regarding COVID status. Should a decision by the county be
made following discussions with ASC that it will be beneficial to the overall community COVID mitigation
efforts to reduce the number of people on the hill by a determined percentage or otherwise seek to mitigate
specific pinch-points through adjustments to guest behavior, we will have a number of tools available to
implement in coordination with the county. The tools we will use will depend on the specific situation being
discussed between ASC and the LPHA, including time of season, pinch point concerns, weather, Destimetric
projections etc.
Tools to further target shorter term reductions or alter guest behavior may include:
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Implement a reduction in sales (day of and advanced).
Price adjustments for day of sales.
Restrictions on employee and employee dependent pass usage.
Additional limitations on Ikon pass visitation allowed under the Ikon reservation system.
Closing or capacity reductions in parking lots.
Suspension, delay or alteration of AVSC activities.
Incentives to drive guest to less busy areas of the resort.
Additional reservation system for all guests. (Note that we will need close communication for this as
implementation will take time and require substantial guest communication in order to be effective).

In addition, if collectively determined to be appropriate and beneficial, ASC has the ability to shutdown
gondolas, indoor dining and other outlets/facilities that may be of concern. All actions can be implemented
within 24-48 hours of a decision by the county regarding access levels it would like us to achieve, provided,
however, that as noted above the implementation of a reservation system would require greater lead time to
actually become effective. Each of these levers is slightly different and how the various aspects are
implemented will depend on the visitation seen to that point, the advanced tickets already sold, lodging
occupancy projections, visitation projections and the targeted reduction percentages determined between ASC
and the county.
D. Guest Communications Plan
ASC has developed and has already begun to execute upon a comprehensive guest communications plan to
ensure that guests arriving at Aspen Snowmass have visibility into and understanding of: 1) the 5 Commitments
to Containment designed by Pitkin County; 2) ASC’s new product mix and its purposes with regard to COVID
mitigation efforts; 3) Pitkin County statistics and State of Colorado COVID dial; 4) CO Exposure Notification
app; 5) ASC’s COVID related protocols and procedures and 6) what is expected of them as Aspen Snowmass
guests. Please see https://www.aspensnowmass.com/safety/covid19-operating-procedures and other pages on
the Aspen Snowmass website for the most up to date guest communication. Communication will also be
provided to guests through targeted emails, social media and in person communication.
In addition, ASC’s guest communication efforts will also encompass clear explanations about ASC’s
cancellations and postponement policies, all of which have been reviewed and evaluated in the context of
COVID. Our goal has been to clearly set guest expectations and develop reasonable policies that do not
disincentive guests who are feeling sick from staying home and/or seeking medical attention. ASC has
developed a range of products and policies with various cancellation and postponement policies so that guests
can make informed judgements about what makes sense for them. This information can be found on the
following website links.
https://www.aspensnowmass.com/plan-your-stay/tickets-and-passes/lift-tickets
https://www.aspensnowmass.com/plan-your-stay/tickets-and-passes/season-passes/faq
E. LPHA collaboration
ASC is committed to working collaboratively with its local public health authorities and governmental
organizations to support the community’s efforts to mitigate COVID-19 risks. ASC leadership participates in a
standing weekly meeting, led by Pitkin County, and including representatives from the County, Pitkin County
Public Health, Aspen Valley Hospital (AVH), Aspen City Manager, Town of Snowmass Village (TOSV), and
the Roaring Fork Transit Authority (RFTA). This group engages in collaborative discussion around a variety of
COVID related efforts and concerns. As a part of ASC’s participation in this group, ASC has shared with the
County its intended capacity targets and strategies.
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ASC is also participating in an effort in coordination with Pitkin County Public Health, together with
representatives of Aspen Valley Hospital, Valley View Hospital, Colorado Mountain College (CMC), Eagle
County and Garfield Counties, to explore enhancing Covid-19 testing opportunities throughout the Roaring
Fork Valley.
F. Community Engagement
ASC has been a committed community participant since well before the Covid-19 pandemic. As a part of these
efforts, ASC has representatives on the board of the Aspen Chamber Resort Association (ACRA), Snowmass
Tourism and Fly Aspen Snowmass.
ASC’s community engagement has only increased in response to COVID. In addition to the standing
engagement described above, and the weekly call referenced under section E above, as just an example of the
additional communication, collaboration and coordination efforts ASC is undertaking, ASC leadership are
participating in:
-

-

-

-

A biweekly COVID operations, mitigation and recovery call of the Roaring Fork CEO forum with
leadership representation from all area hospitals, all area school districts, Holy Cross Energy, Aspen
Music Festival, Aspen Institute, RFTA, CMC, Colorado River District, the Pitkin County Manager, the
Garfield County Manager, the Aspen City manager and the Glenwood Springs city manager.
A weekly meeting with the Town of Snowmass Village and key, large Snowmass focused merchant
representatives.
A working task force involving Pitkin County, the City of Aspen, the Town of Snowmass Village,
ACRA, Snowmass Tourism and the Aspen Pitkin Airport focused on developing standard, region-wide
creative assets focused on consistent communication messaging to guests and visitors to the area
regarding the community’s COVID mitigation efforts.
Close collaboration with the local lodging community around guest expectations and community-wide
capacity with a goal of driving visitation into the area during off-peak rather than peak periods. This
effort is committed to include trainings with lodging staff around guest expectations, requirements, and
service adjustments.
Weekly or biweekly check-in with Pitkin County communications representatives.
Close collaboration with the ACRA arts task force and Snowmass Tourism regarding planning and
coordination for all on-mountain event related programming to ensure scheduling and mitigation
protocols are coordinated.

ASC is confident that it’s engagement across so many collaborative efforts will support coordination with
community leaders, local businesses, and lodging and housing entities to identify possible gaps in outbreak
prevention systems, share best practices and develop cross entity COVID mitigation efforts. These efforts
will also serve to enable consistent, collaborative efforts to coordinate regarding après-ski gatherings and
activities outside of ASC’s control to support efforts regarding appropriate distancing, masking, and
maintenance of capacity requirements. These forums also provide opportunities to work with the local
community in community-wide efforts to enable visiting guests to safely isolate and quarantine as
necessary.
G. Enforcement
ASC will train employees in empathetic dialogues that inform and remind the guests of our requirements in
following the 5 Commitments to Containment. ASC will:
a. Ensure that there will be social distancing markers, signs and monitors available at key locations.
o Parking lots and drops offs will have signage.
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b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

g.
h.

o Rental outlets, Ticket offices, Restaurants/Tents, Ski School Meeting locations, Gondola loading
areas, and lift lines will have signage and employees monitoring the areas to ensure requirements
of distancing and face coverings properly worn.
Thank individuals that are wearing masks and adhering to the distancing requests.
Remind individuals of the importance of the requirements being implemented and how each
person’s behavior impacts others.
Let individuals know immediately that they will not be able to participate if they are not willing to
follow the requirements.
Employees will not allow guests that are refusing to follow requirements into facilities or onto lifts.
If guests refuse to follow requirements, their pass/ticket will be blocked for the remainder of the day
and they will need to speak with the Mountain Manager prior to re-establishing access. If a guest
fails to adhere multiple times we will institute longer access blocks, including up to 2 weeks at a
time.
If an employee fails to adhere to ASC requirements, the process of documentation will begin with
their manager.
Après Ski will be monitored and managed on ASC properties by the managers and supervisors of the
locations. We will ensure distancing requirements, face covering requirements, and behaviors that
ensure the safety of patrons and employees.

Mountain Operations
H. HVAC COVID19 Procedures
1. Aspen Skiing Company will implement a plan for ventilation and filtration specific to each of our
facilities. The approach is in accordance with best practices provided by the American Society of
Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE), which is informed by CDC and
WHO guidance, and which we have found to be consistent with guidance from Robert Schultz
Consulting LLC, the EPA, McKisntry Engineering, SGM Engineering, and the University of Colorado.
2. Procurable MERV 13 filters will be installed in all permanent heating and air handling systems capable
of accepting them, and control systems will be set to filter as much air as possible. For example, the fans
in the furnaces at the Cliffhouse will be run at all times during occupied hours, to provide continual
MERV 13 filtration.
3. All exhaust and fresh air ventilation systems will be maximized to the extent that the heating system can
still maintain comfortable temperatures. For example, temperatures the week of October 26th have
proven too cold for the air handling system at the Highlands base lodge to adequately heat 100%
maximum outside air volume, and the building control system will be optimized to supply the maximum
amount of fresh air the system is capable of heating at any given outside air temperature. Onsite staff at
each facility will be instructed to identify on a daily basis which windows can be opened to provide
additional ventilation. Existing heating recovery ventilation (HRV) systems will be inspected to ensure
fresh supply air is not mixed with exhaust air.
4. Whenever control systems allow, filtration and ventilation procedures will begin 2 hours before the
building is occupied, and will end 2 hours after it is unoccupied.
5. Portable HEPA filtration will be added to eateries that don’t have both MERV 13 filtration and
mechanical fresh air supply.
6. Technologies that are not vetted by CDC, ASHRAE, and the Colorado Department of Public Health and
Environment for the specific challenges posed by COVID, such as ionization and UV light treatment,
are not included in this plan. Following the recommendations provided by several of the information
sources cited previously, the Aspen Skiing Company is focusing time and resources on filtration and
ventilation.
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Individual Plans for Eateries and Locker Rooms (Y=Yes, N=No)
Facility
Permanent Mechanical Portable Control System Changes,
MERV13
Fresh Air
HEPA
When Possible
Filtration
Supply
Filtration
n
y
n
Increase outside air (OSA)
Aspen Gondola Ticket
Office and Lockers
n
y
Lift 1 A Locker Rooms n
at Aspen
Yes in
Yes in
Yes in
Run HR furnace fan during
Aspen Highlands Base
lockers and lockers, no tickets,
occupied hours. Create
Locker Room, Ticket
offices, no in rest
offices,
controls to max OSA while
Sales, Rental Retail,
in tickets
and rental maintaining indoor
and Offices.
and rental
retail.
temperature.
retail
Yes in
Yes, 100% n
Run bench heater fans with
Bumps Restaurant,
tickets and outside air
OSA. Extend OSA hours in
Tickets and Locker
lockers,
no
in
dining
locker rm. Maximize kitchen
Room at Buttermilk
in dining.
and lockers,
ventilation.
Base
zero recirc
air.
n
y
Run furnace fan during
Café West Warming at y
occupied hour
Buttermilk
y
n
y
Run furnace fans during
Cliffhouse Restaurant
occupied hours
at Buttermilk
n
y
y
Run kitchen ventilation
Cloud 9 Bistro at
during occupied hours
Highlands
y
y
n
Max kitchen ventilation.
Elk Camp Restaurant
Create controls to max OSA
at Snowmass
while maintaining indoor
temperature.
y
y
n
Increase OSA
Fanny Hill Lockers
(Grizzlies, Snowmass
Ops)
y
y
Increase OSA
High Alpine Restaurant n
at Snowmass
y
y
n
Create controls to max OSA
Hideout Children’s
while maintaining indoor
Center at Buttermilk
temperature.
n
n
y
n
Lizard Lounge
Children’s Center at
Snowmass
y
y
y
Run furnace fans during
Lynn Britt Cabin
occupied hours
Restaurant at
Snowmass
y
y
n
Create controls to max OSA
Merry Go Round
while maintaining indoor
Restaurant at
temperature.
Highlands
y
y
n
Maximize kitchen ventilation
Sam's Restaurant at
Snowmass
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Snowmass Mall Admin
and Ops Lockers

n

n

n

y

Yes in
locker
room
n

Snowmass Mall Ticket
Sales and Locker Room
Spider Sabich Race
Arena Restaurant at
Snowmass
Sundeck Restaurant at
Aspen

n
n

n

y

n

y

y

n

Treehouse Children’s
Center at Snowmass

y

y

n

Two Creeks Café,
Lockers, and Tickets at
Snowmass
Ullrhof Restaurant at
Snowmass
Up 4 Pizza Restaurant
at Snowmass

y

y

n

n

n

y

n

n

y

Max kitchen ventilation.
Create controls to max OSA
while maintaining indoor
temperature.
Run FCU fans during
occupied hours. Create
controls to max OSA while
maintaining indoor
temperature.
Run furnace fans during
occupied hours, extend OSA
hours
Run kitchen exhaust during
occupied hours
Run kitchen exhaust during
occupied hours

Increase OSA

I. Product Sales:
1. Guests are encouraged to purchase all products and sign all waivers on line.
a. Stylus pens will be provided for guests who did not sign waivers in advance or online. They will be
cleaned in a disinfectant solution and will be used by only one customer between cleanings.
b. iPads and self-serve kiosks will have a disposable covering for ease of regular cleaning/disinfecting.
c. Self-serve kiosks will be used for guest ticket purchases (not for Adv. Purchase)
d. Pick up boxes will be in strategic locations across our resorts to allow for Advance Purchase Aspen
Card pickup via QR code on the guests’ phone or order confirmation.
2. Guests will be required to wear face coverings properly inside the building and at the counter.
3. Employees will be required to wear face coverings properly at all times unless eating or drinking.
4. Guests will be guided to stand at designated space intervals, by staff and floor markings, as they wait for
service.
a. Every other ticket station will be used to promote social distancing for the guests unless business
levels dictate that all stations need to be used.
b. Staff will monitor traffic flow into and out of the ticket offices allowing a limited number of guests
inside office at one time.
c. Ticket offices will separate entry from exit, when possible, to limit guest contact coming and going.
d. Doors to the ticket offices will remain open when weather dictates to allow fresh air flow.
5. Locations will have sanitizer available for guests and employees.
a. Ticket counters will be retro fit with Plexiglas shields (sneeze guards).
6. High touch areas will be wiped and sanitized at a minimum of every 30 minutes.
a. Disinfectant will be used to clean ticket counters and equipment on a regular basis or when leaving
and/or starting at a work station.
7. Employee areas
a. Employees will be encouraged to take breaks outside.
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b. Employees will maintain social distancing while working in offices.
c. Employees will be encouraged to store their personal items under their designated work station
whenever possible.
d. Each building will have a designated employee break area where employees will be able to take
socially distant indoor mask breaks during inclement weather.
8. Snowmass Pavilion Ticket venue
a. Staff will monitor traffic flow into and out of the Pavilion allowing a limited number of guests inside
at one time.
b. There will be a designated seating area with chairs, cubbies and lockers for guests to utilize. Most of
the furniture will be removed from the lobby to discourage loitering. Signs will be posted to inform
guests that these areas will be used at their own risk. Cubbies, lockers and chairs will be sanitized
periodically and cubbies will be used at own risk. Staff will monitor traffic into and out of this area.
c. Hand sanitizer and disinfecting wipes will be available for guests in the seating area.
9. Highlands Lobby & Ticket office
a.
b.
c.
d.

Most of the furniture will be removed from the lobby to discourage loitering.
Cubbies will be sanitized periodically, and guests will use at own risk.
Public lockers will be available at the bottom of the escalators.
Staff will monitor traffic flow into and out of the ticket lobby allowing a limited number of guests
inside the lobby at one time.
e. Hand sanitizer and disinfecting wipes will be available for guests.
J. Public Locker Spaces
1. For all locations that have public locker spaces available there will be signage stating that they can be
used at the discretion of the guests. ASC employees will make a run through daily to clean and disinfect.
K. Parking and Shuttles
ASC operates 5 employee shuttles. 2 will move between Highlands and Buttermilk. 3 will be used to
move employees from an employee parking lot to the base of Snowmass.
1. Signs will be placed to remind employees and guests of distancing and face covering requirements.
2. Drivers will wear face coverings while driving.
3. Drivers will follow and enforce (local) Roaring Fork Transit Authority/County/State transportation
COVID policies and local restrictions on the number of guests/employees allowed in the shuttle at any
given time.
4. Employees and guests riding shuttles will be required to wear face coverings for the duration of the
ride.
5. Shuttles will have sanitizer available for employees and guests.
6. Shuttles will be cleaned and sanitized at least 2 times/day and more frequently if service allows.
7. Shuttles will maximize ventilation, including opening windows at all times regardless of weather.
8. Persons arriving in personal or private vehicles will follow the stated rules of the parking lot/area.
9. Guests/employees parking in a lot to catch a shuttle will be required to follow the rules of the shuttle as
they load.
10. Collaborate with partners to address crowding at bus stops, and ensure that staff monitor these areas at
least during busy times on ASC owned property.
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1. Two Creeks Parking Lot (pay lot)
a. ASC will have an attendant in the entrance booth from 8am-12pm daily to collect fees. Employees
will be required to wear a face covering when interacting with guests.
b. HOV vehicles with 4 or more occupants will be free.
c. After 12pm the lot is unattended and parking is free as space allows.
d. Guests can check the parking app on the Aspen Snowmass App for status updates on parking lots
owned or operated by ASC.
2. Highlands Auto Parking Lot (pay lot)
a. The guest service department will man the entrance booth until 10:30 for HOV (4 or more in a car)
b. HOV vehicles with 4 or more occupants will be free while an attendant is present.
c. Beyond 10:30am the parking lot will continue with the use of the automated pay system.
d. Payment machines will be cleaned by Guest Services no less than twice a day.
e. Guests can check the parking app on the Aspen Snowmass App for status updates on parking lots
owned or operated by ASC.
L. Employee Locker Rooms
1. Employees will be encouraged to wear uniforms to and from work to minimize changing time in the
locker room.
2. Hourly employees will be encouraged to clock in on personal devices so that gathering will occur less
frequently at time clocks.
3. Temperature and symptom check ins will be taken and logged at sign in or through a mobile app.
4. All employees are encouraged to spend as little time as possible in locker rooms.
5. Management will be monitoring locker rooms to move employees along so that they don’t loiter.
6. Departments will be staggered to minimize the number of people in the locker rooms at one time.
7. Locker rooms will be cleaned and disinfected once daily. We will have cleaning supplies available for
employees who would prefer to wipe down the area prior to their use.
8. Employees will wear face coverings properly while in locker rooms.

Location
AM Patrol Locker Rm
AM Locker Rm
BM Locker Rm
AH Locker Rm
Timbermill Locker Rm
S3 Treehouse Locker
Rm
Fanny Hill Patrol
Locker Rm
Fanny Hill Ops Locker
Rm
SM F&B/GS Locker
Rm
SM Guest Services
Wildlife Center PHQ

SF
1000
1200
1940
2432
2790

Code
Occupancy
143
171
277
347
399

COVID Occupancy
Based on SF
36
43
69
87
100

Approved COVID
Occupancy
36
43
50
50
50

2800

400

100

50

744

106

27

27

1023

146

37

37

1218
640
1150

174
91
77

44
23
41

44
23
41
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M. Employee Uniform Distribution
1. ASC Wardrobe department will allow only 3 people at a time to pick up uniforms during ‘open day
pickups’.
2. After ‘open days’ are finished, uniform pick up will be by appointment only.
3. Uniforms will be bagged and tagged with names to expedite pick up for returning employees.
4. New Hires will be by appointment.
N. Ski Patrol Response Plan
1. ASC has patrol on all 4 mountains that respond to:
a. Injured or sick guests.
b. Guests that need to be transported.
c. Guests and employees that need to be evacuated from any of our activities or lifts.
d. Concerns of guest or employee behavior that is out of the norm.
2. ASC will practice within the current guidelines of the Roaring Fork Fire & EMS (RFFE) protocols
regarding patient assessment, treatment, and transport. The same protocols will apply for lift evacuation.
Protocols can be found here: http://www.rffe.org/covid-specific-protocols/
3. Ski Patrol will:
a. Display adequate signage encouraging anyone with symptoms or possible contact to leave the hill
and stay safer at home.
b. Maintain social distancing whenever possible both inside and outside.
c. Wear a face covering/mask and proper PPE when responding to a guest incident/accident.
d. In the event of an emergency and proper distancing is not possible, the patrol will don PPE, give the
patient/lift evacuee a surgical mask that they are required to wear, and follow normal protocols.
e. In the event of an evacuation, guests will be lowered in harnesses. Patrol and employees that are
aiding in the evacuation will be prepared to wipe down the harness after it is used with each gondola
grouping or lift grouping that is riding together.
f. In the event that the resort is ordered to shut down, patrol and mountain management will contact the
Sheriff’s department.
4. Explosives Magazines and Make-Up Rooms
a. Maximum of two people in the building at a time for make-up of explosives.
b. Patrollers will receive their explosives outside to run routes.
5. Patrol Headquarters on hill
a. Guests will not be allowed into PHQ locations. If help is needed, the guest can call the number
posted on the door or knock on the window.
b. Face coverings will be worn when indoors unless eating or drinking.
c. Lunch times will be staggered. With the square footage of each space, and due to work being done
on the hill, we are already well below the approved COVID indoor numbers approved by the county.
d. Patrol will rotate regularly both to accomplish work and to keep number of individuals inside the
headquarters low.
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Location

SF

Code
Occupancy

COVID Occupancy
Based on SF

Approved COVID
Occupancy

HA PHQ
Knob PHQ
Up4P PHQ
AM PHQ
AH PHQ
BM PHQ

2300
1040
543
800
950
1041

153
69
36
53
63
69

82
37
19
29
34
37

82
37
19
29
34
37

O. Lift Operations
1. General Lift Operations: For all lift loading, we will act in the best interest of our guests:
a. No one will be loaded with any persons with whom they are not comfortable.
b. All family groups and groups skiing/riding together will be able to load together and load to full
capacity.
c. Guests will be required to wear face coverings in line and for the duration of the ride.
d. Lift operators will take breaks individually in the lift shack.
e. There will be hand sanitizer in the lift shack for employee use.
f. Employees will clean surface areas with disinfectant following their indoor breaks.
g. If State Guidelines change, we will adhere to revised guidance.
2. Lift Lines
a. Guests will have guidance to demonstrate appropriate spacing when waiting to load.
b. Guests will be required to wear a face covering throughout the lift line, when on the load board and
while loading and unloading of all lifts.
c. Guests will be required to wear face coverings throughout lift rides.
d. Additional spacing between lines will be provided to promote appropriate social distancing to the
greatest extent reasonably achievable.
e. Employees will be required to wear face coverings on load boards, when managing lift lines and
when helping guests (that require help) to load the chair from behind.
3. Chairlifts
a. Chairlifts will load with parties that are comfortable together. Parties may load lifts to full capacity.
b. No guest will be loaded with anyone outside of their party if they object to doing so.
c. For groups that do not object, guests from different groups will be loaded with one empty seat
between groups. For Example: max of 2 on a triple chair; group of 2 and single or just 2 singles on a
quad chair; group of 3 and group of 2, two groups of 2, group of 3 and single, group of 2 and single,
or 3 singles on a 6 pack chair.
d. Seating spacing on chairlifts will not be required for ski school groups with students too young to
ride chairlifts by themselves safely, or those requiring additional assistance or needs to ride chairlifts
safely.
4. Gondolas
a. Gondola cars will load with family units and parties that are together. One party or group may load
gondola to full capacity.
b. No guest will be loaded with anyone outside of their family unit/group if they object to doing so.
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c. If guests do not object, two unrelated individuals or two unrelated groups may be loaded in a single
gondola cabin ensuring adequate spacing, provided that the total occupancy for any gondola cabin
with unrelated groups will not be allowed to exceed 50% of the regular gondola cabin capacity.
d. Guests will be asked to load their personal equipment. If help is needed, lift operators will assist.
e. Guests are required to wear face coverings while loading and unloading the Gondola.
f. Guests are required to wear face coverings for the duration of the ride in the gondolas.
g. Windows will remain open on the gondola for the entire ride, even in inclement weather.
h. We will have hand sanitizer both at the top and the bottom for guest use.
i. We will use our electrostatic sprayer to do a deep clean each morning as weather permits. When we
use spray it will have time to dry as the car moves around the line. We will spray empty down cabins
throughout the day so that they can dry on the way down if temperatures allow.

ASPEN MOUNTAIN LIFTS

Number of
Riders
(full
capacity)

Lift Name & Ride
Time

Type of
Lift

Plan for loading

2 lanes at top of west stairs, using
west plaza for larger maze with extra
stantions and aluminum barriers, Ski
School and Patrol lane and exit on east
side with staffing for crowd control

6

Silver Queen
Gondola 13.2 Min

6 Person
Gondola

4

Ajax Express 4.7
min

Detachable
Quad

4

Gent's Ridge 11 min

Fixed Grip
Quad

2

Bell Chair 13.4 min

Fixed Grip
Double

Patrol lane and widen existing lanes,
close every other if extra spacing
needed, lane extensions for extra
capacity instead of adding extra lane
Maze should work as is large enough to
space guests
The maze is large enough that we can
separate skiers/riders
We can make the maze large enough
that we can separate skiers/riders. Will
likely need line walkers on the days
that we do run if the gondola is down

4

Nell Chair 6min

Fixed Grip
Quad

2

1A 6 min

Fixed Grip
Double

We will make lanes longer

3

Ruthie's 5 min

2

FIS 3 min

Fixed Grip
Triple
Fixed Grip
Double

Maze should work as is large enough to
space guests
Manage merging to keep some
distancing
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ASPEN HIGHLANDS LIFTS

Number of
Riders
(full
capacity)

Lift Name & Ride
Time

Type of
Lift

4

Exhibition 8 min

Detachable
Quad Chair

3

Thunderbowl 9min

Fixed Grip
Triple

4

Loge 7 min

Detachable
Quad Chair

3

Deep Temerity 9
min

Plan for loading

Set stachions wide enough for groups
of 4. If we set two lines in width. We
will keep singles line and manage by
loading 2 per chair every 4th or 5th
chair.
Maintain one gate to service the chair.
One line will run the guests into the
load board.

Set lines wide enough for groups of 4
with space b/w lines for lateral spacing.
We can lengthen the lines with rope as
needed for volume crowds. Lines will
Fixed Grip be wide enough for groups of 3.
Triple Chair Maintain a water container with
disposable cups.

4

Cloud 9 5 min

Detachable
Quad

2

Five Trees 9 min

Fixed Grip
Double

Reconfigure the singles line so that
folks can alternate further back in the
line. We will set lines wide enough for
groups of 4.
Run by ASC--owned by 5 Trees HOA-AVSC rides--we will manage
similarly to our lifts.
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BUTTERMILK LIFTS

Number of
Riders
(full
capacity)

Lift Name & Ride
Time

Type of
Lift

4

Summit 9 min

Detachable
Quad

2

Panda 3 min

Fixed Grip
Double

4

West 6 min

Detachable
Quad

1

handle tow at top

handle tow

Plan for loading

Line comes in from both sides. Lines
wide enough for 4 guests and a ghost
lane in between. We will use staff to
ride with kids using hula hoops and
bamboo poles to maintain distance.
Make the maze wider if needed
Mid station has space to expand the
lines to make wider. Moving the gates
back so that folks have space and time
to group as desired
Used at top if X Games is in town
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SNOWMASS LIFTS

Number of
Riders
(full
capacity)

6

Lift Name & Ride
Time

VX 10 min

Type of
Lift

Plan for loading

Detachable
6 Pack

Extend Bears/Grizzlies (children’s ski
school) lane towards rostering gates for
more spacing while in line. We will
use staff to ride with kids using hula
hoops and bamboo poles to maintain
distance. All lanes will be wide
enough for groups of 6 with exception
of singles lane. VX will have ghost
lanes. Lift operators will help to load
any children that require help. They
will load from behind with face
coverings on both parties.

8

Elk Camp Gondola
9min

8 Person
Gondola

4

Elk Camp Chair 7
min

Detachable
Quad

4

4

Elk Camp Meadows
5 min

Assay Hill 5 min

Fixed Grip
Quad

Detachable
Quad

We will consider gate placement to
maximize maze in loading areas to
allow for social distancing. We will
provide two public lines--one backing
up toward fire pit and one going down
the stairs toward 4 Mtn. We will then
funnel guest into one line spaced by
formed groups.
There is room to add/lengthen the
maze. Singles line to remain on west
side of maze. Lanes will be wide
enough for parties of 4.
We will have one line in this maze to
move guests to the load board. This is a
ski school and beginner lift so many of
our pros and coordinators can help
manage social distancing and help
organize parties for loading. If we need
a singles line, we will add one that
merges just prior to load board.
No room available to widen maze.
Also difficult to extend maze as line
would be out in front of ticket office.
We will look to see if we can bring
guests around the east side of the ticket
office to extend line and create
distance.
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Detachable
Quad

4

Two Creeks 9 min

4

Alpine Springs 6
min

4

High Alpine 6 min

4

Sheer Bliss 9 min

Detachable
Quad

4

Coney Glade 5 min

Detachable
Quad

6

Big Burn 8 min

Detachable
6 Pack

1

Cirque Poma 6 min

Detachable
Poma
Surface Lift

4

Sam's Knob 5 min

Detachable
Quad

2

Campground 8.5
min

Fixed Grip
Double

6

Sky Cab 2 min

Detachable
pulse tram

1

Scooper Poma 2.5
min

Detachable
Poma
Surface Lift

Detachable
Quad
Detachable
Quad

Will use a maze set up similar to what
we use on Saturdays with AVSC. We
bring guests in from both sides to allow
for spreading out.
Will work as is. We will add ghost
lanes for lateral spacing.
We will look at using one side of the
maze to minimize merging.
We can extend the maze up the hill
and add in a chicane to slow
skiers/riders down before entering the
maze.
We will build a maze to lead guests
into gates and load board. Due to it
being a 'pipe lift' we have not had a
maze for some time.
New maze. We can design for spacing
and distancing.
We will mark the ropes in the lanes for
distancing.
Room to create more maze as needed.
Large enough for spacing.
On hold for season. If we run, the maze
is large enough that we can separate
skiers/riders
Line will be managed by Ambassadors
and employees
This is a ski school lift. One line, pros
will be present to monitor the kids and
spacing.

Lift maze designs may evolve over the season as we assess how lift designs are functioning with distancing and
lift loading parameters.
P. Winter Trails
1. Each cat will have only one employee.
2. The cat will be disinfected after each shift in preparation for the next driver.
3. Breaks will be taken outside when weather permits, or individually within the cat.
Q. Snowmaking
1.
2.
3.
4.

Snowmakers will work in shifts with small groups—2-3 people max.
When in the control building, social distancing will be observed and masks will be worn.
If vehicles are used, one person in a cat. If on a snowmobile, face coverings will be worn.
Vehicles will be disinfected after each shift in preparation for the next driver.
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R. Guest Service Teams
1. Morning meeting will be held outside.
2. If employees are taking a break, they will use a space where they can social distance, for example an
empty area of lockers in the locker room during the day when the locker room is empty or not being
used. The space will be limited to one employee at a time. There is enough space for one person to
social distance from through traffic in these areas. The employee will be required to spray down the area
when they are finished and cleaning supplies will be provided.
3. Employees will be directed not to gather in the locker room before or after shifts.
4. Employees will be required to wear face coverings during their shifts when they are guest facing.
1. Ski Storage and Transfer
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

h.

We will ask guests to have gloves/mittens on as equipment is handed over.
We will have sanitizer available at the transfer/storage location for guest use.
We will have wipes available if guests choose to wipe down their skis.
The corral will be marked with social distancing reminders. Guests will be required to wait at
designated spots 6’ apart while in line to pick up and drop off skis.
Guests and employees will be required to wear face coverings as they interact at this service
location.
Single use tickets will be used for transfers.
Plastic reusable tickets will be used for overnight storage. When returned these tickets will be placed
in the quarantine tin until they can be sprayed down with disinfectant and wiped. Once disinfected
they will be able to be used again.
Credit cards presented for payment will be wiped down with a sanitizing cloth before use and being
returned to the guest.

S. Park & Pipe
1. Face coverings will be worn when indoors unless eating or drinking.
2. Meetings, safety meetings and Terrain Park planning meetings will be hosted outside with social
distancing adhered to.
3. Each cat will have only one employee. If two employees are needed, masks will be required and
windows will be left open.
4. The cat will be disinfected after each shift in preparation for the next driver and, if permitted, windows
will stay open.
5. Breaks will be taken outside when weather permits, or individually within the cat or at Spyder Sabich
for the Day Crew with staggered times.
6. White board for communication for Day Crew/Swing Crew Groomer and Graveyard Groomer will be
installed outside of the locker room, in the Terrain Park area.
7. If employees are allocated individual radios, they will be cleaned daily. If employees have to share
radios they will be cleaned before being passed to the next employee.
8. Face coverings will be worn at any time an employee is interacting with guests.
9. COVID-19 guideline signs will be placed at the main entrances of all Terrain Parks.
10. Employees will use the same tool all day and not share with other employees. All tools will be
disinfected at the end of each shift and during shift if needed.
T. Race Department Aspen Snowmass
1. The Race Department of Aspen Snowmass will comply with all CDC, state and local guidelines.
2. All employees and guests of the race department will be required to wear face coverings at all times of
interaction. This includes at all times while indoors, in race huts, base areas, while on lifts or in loading
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

and unloading areas. Masks will be worn while engaging with race participants. Masks may be removed
only when skiing, riding and racing in the race arenas.
Staff and guests will be required to follow all social distancing, signage, PPE, and sanitizing guidelines.
All employees will be required to sign in daily detailing their current wellness condition. This will be
completed upon either entering locker rooms or reporting to work at race arenas.
Signage will be provided, where appropriate, to indicate social distancing, health and hygiene practices
and max number of persons in a given space.
Hand sanitizer stations will be located for use in employee common areas including locker rooms and
race huts.
Increased cleaning and disinfecting of all public spaces and race huts.
Meetings will be conducted online or in open spaces allowing for proper social distancing.

U. SPECIAL PROGRAMS
1. Full Moon Dinners
a. Full Moon Dinners will not operate so long as Cliffhouse is limited to current or stricter COVID
capacity levels.
2. Uphill Breakfasts
a. Due to low numbers and the fact that people spread out, we will hold the Friday morning uphill
breakfasts.
b. We will monitor entrance to the Cliffhouse restaurant for capacity.
c. Internal operations at the Cliffhouse restaurant will be managed consistent with approved F&B
operations during uphill breakfasts.
3. Highland Bowl Cat
a. We will not run the Bowl cat for public use this season.
4. Snowmobile Marina:
a. We will collect data on the number of snowmobiles parking at the Marina on the top of Aspen
Mountain.
b. We will create a parking arena with signage and will limit capacity inside the roped in area (we
are working to determine what that number will be).
5. Aspen Mountain Powder Tours
a. Groups that would like to ride together will have the option to buy out an entire cat. There will be a
cost per cat. No individual person prices will be available.
b. We will not put unconnected groups together in the same cat.
c. We will get contact information from guests that are in the cats.
d. We will serve lunch in staggered shifts.
e. All employees will check-in with the supervisor of the day for a temperature check and wellness
questionnaire prior to beginning their day.
f. Supervisor of the day will be the only person in the office that day. Supervisor of the day will check
phones and computer and create the daily guide brief.
g. The supervisor will collect all Guide Radio’s and Beacons to be used that day, and transport those to
the conference room for guides to collect.
h. Guide meeting will occur outdoors unless weather dictates otherwise.
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o

i.
j.
k.
l.
m.

If weather requires indoor meeting, we will limit time and ensure proper spacing.
Guides will meet the guests at the private lesson entrance to the Gondola. Guides will check guest in,
screening for temps / ask Covid-19 health questions. Guides will ride separately from all guests.
Orientation will be outside at the back of the cats unless weather forces us into the Sundeck for a
masked / distanced orientation.
Guests will ride separately in the back of the cat. Driver and guide will ride in the cab of the cat.
Driver and guide in front will wear masks.
Skiing as normal. When stopped the group will be distanced and with face coverings.
Lunch:
1. A portable tent will be placed next to the lunch cabin. This tent will function as a mini kitchen
where the lunch person will serve a pre-prepared sandwich, side dish, or a salad with chicken, a
hot soup or stew, a fruit cup or cookie. The guest will then enter the heated cabin to warm up and
eat. This tent will be propane heated / propane cook stove.
2. Prior to each seating the lunch person will wipe down all hard surfaces to clean/disinfect, and
ventilate the cabin. The only employee allowed in the cabin will be masked/gloved lunch person.

6. Snowmass Coaster
a. Coaster participants will be asked to stand at designated space intervals as they wait to ride. They
will be required to wear face coverings when loading the car and only family members may ride
together. Once they have left the bottom on the ride they may remove their face covering, but must
put it back on to exit the car.
b. Coaster cars will be wiped and sanitized between each rider per manufacturer regulations.
c. All cars will be cleaned prior to and between rides. They will be sprayed down with a Simple Green
Pro P 3 (covid-19 specific) solution following manufacturer’s recommendations, ensuring the
seatbelt, brake levers, rails and other high touch areas are sprayed and left to sit. It can then be wiped
off with a cloth.
7. Snowmass Tubing
a. Tubing participants will be asked to stand at designated space intervals as they wait to tube. They
will be required to wear face coverings at all times when tubing and in the tubing area, including
riding the carpet and walking to and from the lanes.
b. Each participant rides in their own tube
c. Only family members/groups arriving together may be chained together, conditions permitting.
d. Tubes will be wiped and sanitized between each use. Participants use the same tube for their visit
and when the tube is returned it will be cleaned and disinfected.
e. Guests who are not wearing gloves must sanitize their hands before receiving a tube.
f. All tubes will be cleaned and disinfected prior to and between uses. They will be sprayed down with
a Simple Green Pro P 3 (covid-19 specific) solution and left to sit. It will then be wiped off with a
cloth.
8. Ullr Nights
a. Limited tickets will be sold to ensure the ability of all guests to social distance and access F&B
facilities.
b. Guests will be required to follow the same rules for F&B and activities that are outlined within this
document.
c. Activities in which guests can socially distance or operate in family/known groups will be provided.
1. We will provide the Coaster, Tubing, free sledding and bonfire.
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9. Four Mountain Uphilling Rules
a. ASC allows uphilling at its ski areas, this includes, skinning, hiking, and snowshoeing with the
following protocols.
b. Buttermilk, Snowmass and Aspen Highlands will provide uphilling access only on specific
designated routes during operating hours (7:45am-4:45pm).
c. Aspen Mountain will not allow uphill access during operating hours.
d. Uphillers will need to remain on designated, signed routes during all operating hours.
e. No uphilling during operating hours will be allowed during Holiday blackout periods: December 26,
2020 - January 2, 2021 and Feb 13 & 14 to support capacity controls across the resort.
f. ASC will close designated uphill routes when necessary or appropriate to ensure base area social
distancing during heavy use times and/or to address capacity challenges or for other safety concerns.
g. During operating hours, the designated uphilling routes will be treated much like a ski trail with an
open or closed sign signaling if access is available at that time.
h. Uphillers will be directed to check the Aspen Snowmass App before heading out to see if their
selected route is open.
i. As with all Aspen Snowmass guests, uphillers are asked to self-monitor their health and stay home if
sick. Uphillers developing symptoms while at the mountains are requested to immediately leave the
mountain and return home.
j. There will be no ski area services, including Ski Patrol, during hours that the ski areas are not open
for business. People will have to call 911 in the event of an emergency during non-operational hours.
V. MOUNTAIN DINING:
A.

Market Restaurants, Fine Dining Restaurants, Grab and Go Restaurants – General Protocol
a. Cleaning & Disinfecting Protocol:
1. Host/ Cashier stations including all associated equipment to be disinfected at least once per hour.
2. Hand sanitizer stations set up at host stand, POS terminals, and service bar.
3. Service stations, service carts, beverage stations, counters, handrails, door handles, and trays to
be cleaned and disinfected at least once per hour.
4. Dining tables, bar tops, stools and chairs to be cleaned and disinfected before service and after
each use. Notify host or add signage when a table is cleared and sanitized.
5. Condiments to be served in single use containers (either disposable or washed after each use).
Salt and pepper shakers available by request only, and cleaned after each use.
6. Check presenters, votive, pens and all other reusable guest contact items to be sanitized
after each use. Create specific locations for used vs. sanitized.
7. Menus to be single use and disposable, or existing menus cleaned and disinfected after each use
with specific locations for used vs sanitized. Touch free or QR code options will be made
available to access menus.
8. Clean and disinfect trays (all types) and tray stands cleaned and disinfected after each use.
Specific locations for used vs. cleaned and disinfected.
9. Employees must wash hands prior to polishing glasses and silverware, and while doing roll ups
for silverware.
10. Employees engaged in food preparation must wear disposable gloves.
11. Hand disinfection after exchanging objects (money, credit cards) with guests, and after removing
objects (plates, glassware, etc.) from guest tables.
12. Food and beverage items being prepared to be transferred to other employees using
contactless methods (leaving on expediting tables, bars, trays, etc.).
13. Doors and handles cleaned and disinfected each hour.
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b. Physical Distancing Protocol:
1. Creation of a “Doorman” position, who, along with managers, will manage physical distancing at
entries, waiting areas, queues (in addition to signage) as well as mask usage and enforcement.
2. All employees and guests will be required to wear a mask while navigating the facility, ordering
food and at the cash registers.
3. Utilize additional signage to direct guests to see host before sitting.
4. Peak period queuing procedures to be implemented when guests are not able to be immediately
sat. Require guests to practice safe social distancing while waiting for an available table.
5. Tables and booths to be utilized with appropriate physical distancing between each family or
traveling party (six feet). Remove or rearrange furniture to allow for safe distancing. Communal
tables and couches are to be used by only one family or traveling party.
6. Limit party size at tables to no more than the established by current guidelines. (Currently 10 at
the State Level)
7. When possible, employees should maintain a distance of three feet from guests as they serve the
table (as suggested by the WHO) and avoid anyone who is coughing or sneezing. A manager will
be notified if a guest is visibly ill.
8. Sneeze guards will be placed on bar.
9. Bars will be staffed to allow for appropriate distancing between employees.
o Bars will not be used for drinking or dining while drinks are being prepared. Bar
seating will only be allowed if the bar is not being used for bar service.
c. Employee Safety Protocol
1. Employees must report through a designated entrance.
2. Employees must complete health and safety checklist prior to the start of every shift.
3. All employees required to wear proper PPE for their specific job. Employees must wear a face
covering at all times except when eating, drinking or taking specifically designated, socially
distanced mask breaks.
4. Employees will take breaks in designated break rooms and offices that are set up for individual
break time. Spaces will be disinfected by the employee after their break.
B. Restaurant Operations – Market Style Restaurants (Elk Camp, Merry Go Round, Ullrhof, High
Alpine, Bumps, Cliffhouse, Sundeck)
a. Seating is reduced to account for proper physical distancing. 6 Foot distance maintained from all
tables. Individuals that are not part of a party will not sit together.
b. Maximum table occupancy of 10 people.
c. Guest will enter the building and proceed to an open table or enter the market.
d. Market will be accessible in a single direction path with clear signage signifying social distancing.
e. Throughout the path guests will be able to select pre-made items and place them on their tray.
f. Guest will select beverages.
g. Guest will proceed to the cashier and pay for items. Guests will have the option to order specialty
items at this point. Guest will be given a buzzer or provide a phone number for texting.
h. Guest will journey to their table.
i. Guest will be alerted by buzzer or text message that their specialty item is available. Guest will
retrieve the item from a specifically marked location.
j. Bussers will remove dirty items from tables and take to the breakdown area.
k. Tables will be cleaned and sanitized once a guest departs.
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l. Mask use will be required everywhere in the restaurant with the exception of actually sitting and
eating at a designated table.
C. Restaurant Operations – Fine Dining Restaurants (Alpen Room, Lynn Britt Cabin, Cloud 9,
Sam’s)
a. Seating is reduced to account for proper physical distancing. 6 Foot distance maintained from all
tables.
b. Maximum table occupancy of 10 people
c. Guest will enter the building and be greeted by the hostess.
d. Reservations and guest information will be gathered and stored.
e. Guest will be guided to a table.
f. Guest will have disposable and digital options for menus.
g. Order will be placed with the server, food brought directly to the table.
h. Dirty plates and supplies will be removed from the table.
i. Guest will have digital options for payment as well as traditional methods.
j. Table will be cleaned and disinfected after use.
k. Mask use will be required everywhere in the restaurant with the exception of actually sitting and
eating at a designated table.
D. Restaurant Operations – Grab and Go Locations (Two Creeks, Up 4 Pizza)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Grab and go restaurants will have socially distanced line to proceed to the ordering counter.
Line to be well marked and signage present to promote social distancing.
Guest will order food and pay at the cash register.
Guest will be provided a buzzer so they can vacate the immediate area.
Guest will be alerted to when food is ready by the buzzer and proceed to the designated pick up
window.
f. Guest will depart with their food to designate tables or to go locations.
g. Table will be cleaned and disinfected after use.
h. Mask use will be required everywhere in the restaurant with the exception of actually sitting and
eating at a designated table.
E. On - Demand (Elk Camp, Merry Go Round, Ullrhof, High Alpine, Bumps, Cliffhouse, Sundeck)
a. Guest will have the option to order On-Demand through the Aspen Snowmass App and/or Website
and have food waiting for them at listed locations.
b. Guests and employees will be required to wear face coverings inside the building and at the counter.
c. Guest logs in, selects items and pick up time.
d. Guest provides payment.
e. Items are prepared and ready in a sealed bag at designated pick up locations at requested times.
f. Guest will depart with their food to designate tables or to go locations.
g. Table will be cleaned and disinfected after use.
h. Mask use will be required everywhere in the restaurant with the exception of actually sitting and
eating at a designated table.
i. We will have additional seating available through temporary structures that will be on 3 of our 4
mountains. These have been approved by the US Forest Service. These are Sprung Structures or a
tent-like structure. (See addendum for design of tent)
1. Elk Camp, Sundeck, Merry Go Round, Ullrhof and High Alpine all have tents added outside
their buildings.
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2. The tents will adhere to State and Local regulations in regards to seating requirements and will
open with 50 available seats throughout. Total tent seating may increase or decrease based upon
state and local regulations.
3. The tents will be heated and include air filtration.
4. The tents will act as additional seating for the restaurants and guests will get their food from the
outlet and bring it to the tent.
5. Tents will be monitored and staffed to ensure social distancing, mask usage and proper
operation.

6. Restaurant Seating Capacity at COVID Dial Safer at Home Stage 2:
Mountain Food and
Beverage
Seating Capacities

Sundeck
Sundeck Tent
Aspen
Mountain Club

Merry Go
Round
Merry Go
Round Tent
Cloud 9

Bumps
Cliffhouse

Elk Camp
Elk Camp Tent
Ullrhof
Ullhof Tent
High Alpine
High Alpine
Tent
Sam's
Lynn Britt

Normal Count
Inside
515

COVID Stage 2 Count
Inside
76

Aspen
Normal Count
Outside
150
100Tot

125

59

54

41

Normal Count
Inside

COVID Stage 2 Count
Inside

Aspen Highlands
Normal Count
Outside

COVID Stage 2 Count
Outside

453

167

168

149

47

100
110

50
79

COVID Stage 2 Count
Inside
74
105

Buttermilk
Normal Count
Outside
116
152

COVID Stage 2 Count
Outside
100
185

COVID Stage 2 Count
Outside
136
50
130
50
169
50
39
48

107

Normal Count
Inside
290
279

Normal Count
Inside
397

COVID Stage 2 Count
Inside
117

209

67

707

270

Snowmass
Normal Count
Outside
88
100
128
100
198

76
32

100
30
40

166
65

COVID Stage 2 Count
Outside
269
50
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Two Creeks
Up 4 Pizza

78
60

37
14

86
48

68
33

Total capacities may change based upon COVID Dial Stages in accordance with local and state
regulations.
7. Restaurant Hours of Operation:

W. PUBLIC RESTROOMS
1. Guests will be required to wear face coverings at all times while using public restrooms at all onmountain facilities with signs placed on restroom doors as reminders.
2. Signs will be placed identifying appropriate locations to stand while waiting for restroom access to
support social distancing.
3. All restroom ventilation shall be checked and managed to ensure maximum ventilation throughout the
season.
4. Window may be kept open where appropriate.
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5. Maximum bathroom capacity taking into consideration social distancing requirements shall be posted
on bathroom doors.
6. All air hand dryers shall be turned off or disabled. Disposable paper towels shall be provided for hand
drying.
7. All public restrooms and Porta-johns will be cleaned and disinfected every hour.
8. Porta-johns are in place to support capacity.
9. Hand sanitizer shall be available for all guests.
10. We will consider blocking off stalls to provide spacing.
X. RENTAL/RETAIL
1. Rental Process
a. Guest will sign in with greeter using our virtual queue.
b. Guest will be required to wear a face covering while in line outdoors and in all indoor spaces.
c. A greeter will summon guest to enter the store when volume allows.
d. Guest checks in at the computer check-in station.
e. Guest will proceed to cashier for a touchless payment process.
f. Guest proceeds to boot fit at the tech station (pod).
g. One tech will assist guest with boot fit and ski selection to minimize contact in store.
h. Any equipment that has been tried on is cleaned and disinfected and retired for the day.
i. We will ask the guest to use lockers outside of store to safely stow their personal belongings.
2. Return Process
a. ASC stores will take ski/board returns outside when possible.
b. Rental staff will sanitize equipment with manufacturer recommended Matgard spray.
c. Staff will wear gloves while handling equipment that is returned by the guests.
3. Retail
a.
b.
c.
d.

All high touch surfaces will be cleaned and disinfected.
Guest may try on product but must leave product in the dressing rooms for staff to retrieve.
Retail staff will quarantine any retail product that has been tried on for 48 hours.
Staff will wipe down retail product with disinfected when possible if it will not damage the product.
If the product cannot be wiped down it will be quarantined for 24 hours. It will be explained to all
guests that there is a ‘no return policy’ on soft good products and ALL sale items.
e. Goggles will be cleaned and disinfected with UVC ultra violet light box if applicable.
f. Staff will wipe down eyewear with hydrogen peroxide solution after guests have tried on.
Store capacities:
W Guest Side
Logo
AM Mega
Downstairs
AM Mega Upstairs
Sundeck
AH
BM Rent
BM Retail

Store Approved Capacities (Social Distancing)
4
12
32
32
3
32
32
4
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SM Mall Rent
High Alpine
TLN
BV Retail
BV Rent
2Creeks
Elk camp rental
Elk camp retail
Treehouse

40
2
3
25
32
9
8
2
3

Y. SKI & SNOWBOARD SCHOOLS
1. Ski and Snowboard Schools – General Policies and Procedures
a. All employees and guests of the ski and snowboard school will be required to wear face masks or
appropriate coverings at all times of interaction. This includes at all times while indoors, in base
areas, while on lifts or in loading and unloading areas. Face coverings will be worn while engaging
with groups on the hill.
b. Staff and guests will be required to follow all social distancing, signage, PPE, and cleaned and
disinfecting guidelines.
c. All employees will be required to sign in daily detailing their current wellness condition. This will
be completed either upon entering an administrative workplace or via a mobile application check in.
This will reduce the amount of traffic in indoor staff areas for pros and staff who do not need to go
inside to report for work.
d. All lesson participants are required to adhere to health screening polices prior to the start of each
lesson and not attend lessons if symptomatic or have had recent exposure to Covid-19.
e. All lesson participants are recorded through ProCard. This includes contact information, Pro and
fellow lesson participants.
f. Cancelation and refund/reschedule policy has been updated to include leniency for sick/symptomatic
guests.
g. Meetings will be conducted online or in open spaces allowing for proper distancing.
2. Ski School Designated Locations
a. Aspen Mountain
1. Gondola ticket office
2. Gondola administration offices
3. Locker room
4. S3 meeting location at top of gondola
b. Aspen Highlands
1. AH ticket office administrative offices
2. Locker room
3. AH operations administrative offices
4. Children’s lesson meeting area – base of Exhibition chair
5. Adult lesson meeting area - top of Exhibition chair
c. Buttermilk
1. Green building administration offices
2. Ticket office administration offices
3. Private lesson meeting area – plaza outside the green building
4. Group lesson meeting area – East side of Summit Express lift
5. Hideout Children’s Center
d. Snowmass
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Timbermill locker room
Timbermill offices
Gondola Ticket Office administrative offices
Treehouse Children’s Center
Treehouse administrative offices
Children’s meeting area – plaza adjacent to the Treehouse
Snowboard meeting area – plaza adjacent to Base Camp restaurant
Adult meeting area – Elk Camp Meadows at the top of the Elk Camp Gondola
Lizard Lodge children’s lunch facility

3. Ski and Snowboard School Programs
a. All Ski and Snowboard School products will move to a date-based reservations system to give us
more accurate numbers of guest participation each day. This will allow us to manager staffing levels
to avoid a crowded workplace and adjust meeting areas to avoid congestion and maintain social
distancing.
b. Adult Group Lessons and Adult Clinics will be capped at a maximum of 5 participants and one
instructor.
c. Groups will stay together and not mix with other groups throughout the lesson day.
d. Children’s Group Lessons will be capped at a maximum of 5 participants and one instructor.
e. Specialty programs that fall outside of our core products will adhere to all CDC, State and local
health guidelines around group gatherings.
f. Pros with private lessons will contact their guests ahead of time to arrange unique meeting places
and times to avoid crowding in meeting areas.
g. The Ski Schools of Aspen Snowmass will not run our drop-in childcare program for children 8
weeks to 2.5 years old. Registration for children will require a season long commitment.
4. Group Lesson Meeting Areas
a. Meeting areas for group lessons will be expanded to allow for social distancing of guests and staff.
b. Departure of lessons will be staggered to keep meeting area decongested. Lessons at each level will
leave with their pro as soon as there is an appropriate sized group ready to ski or ride.
5. Children’s Lunch Procedures
a. The Ski Schools of Aspen Snowmass will expand its lunch times and facilities to meet social
distancing requirements for food and beverage businesses.
b. Ski and Snowboard School run lunch facilities will adhere to all CDC, State and local guidelines
around food and beverage services.
c. Ski and Snowboard operated lunch facilities will expand Lunch time slots, allowing more time slots
to be allocated.
d. Extra venues will provide children’s ski school lunches in order to expand capacity while
maintaining social distance:
1. Conference Rooms will be utilized at Snowmass and Buttermilk. These may also be used as a
warming area for ski and snowboard school guests and pros as socially distanced capacity
allows.
2. The Alehouse may be used to provide children’s ski school lunches to increase capacity on busy
days at Aspen Highlands.
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6. Locker Rooms
Please refer to the ‘Locker Rooms’ section of the Mountain operations plan. Shared locker room spaces
and Ski and Snowboard School specific locker rooms will adhere to the plans outlined. Additionally:
a. Ski tuning areas will be socially distanced and a sign-up system will be utilized. Staff will be
required to cleaned and disinfected area when finished.
b. Locker room usage is optional for all Ski and Snowboard School Staff. Alternate options are
encouraged.
7. Pro Interaction with Sales and Reservations Staff
a. Pros will adhere to all social distancing protocols and limit in-person interaction with sales and
reservation staff.
b. Sales and reservations offices will be off limits to pros unless they are asked to enter by Sales and
Res staff.
c. Pros will utilize ProCard functions and call-in to the appropriate sales and Res office to reduce
interaction/exposure in indoor space.
d. Pros will book private lessons through ProCard, via email or calling into the office when they need
to book private lessons or have any other query. Pros will encourage guests to utilize online booking
or call-in to book or pay for Ski and Snowboard School products.
8. Guest Facing Sales Locations
a. Please see ‘Product Sales and Services’ Section of Mountain Operations Plan. All guest facing ski
and snowboard sales locations will adhere to these plans.
9. Ski School Administrative Offices
a. Ski and Snowboard Schools Administrative offices will adhere to social distancing guidelines.
b. Offices with multiple employees in a shared space will have work spaces and desks spaced out to a
minimum of 6ft. In offices with multiple employees will wear masks at all times, unless in an office
by themselves with the door closed.
c. Partitions and Acrylic barriers will be installed where appropriate.
d. Pro traffic into administrative office space will be restricted and controlled by administrative staff to
maintain social distance.
e. In offices with multiple employees will wear masks at all times, unless in an office by themselves
with the door closed.
f. Where possible communication will be made via Phone, email, text message or ProCard.
10. Ski and Snowboard School Rental Locations
a. Please see ‘Rental/Retail’ section. The Ski and Snowboard Schools rental locations will follow the
same procedures as outlined in this section.
11. Lift Riding Procedures
a. Pros and guests in lessons will abide by all lift riding procedures outlined in the ‘lift lines’,
‘Gondolas’ and ‘Chairlifts’ Sections on the Mountains Operation Plan.
b. Ski and Snowboard School employees will be proactive in supporting lift line spacing and face
covering wearing with all guests.
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c. Seating spacing on chairlifts will not be required for ski school groups with students too young to
ride chairlifts by themselves safely, or those requiring additional assistance or needs to ride chairlifts
safely.
Hideout Capacity
*Hideout and Treehouse are the Ski/Snowboard School Children’s Centers
Hideout Capacity
Room
Code Occupancy Level I COVID Occupancy Level II COVID Occupancy Level III COVID Occupancy
Registration/Cubs Lobby
83
42
42
21
Play Rm
23
12
12
6
Kid's Cave
2
1
1
1
Flex/Panda's/5 Year +
130
50
50
33
TLC
6
3
3
2
Cubs
22
11
11
6
Treehouse Capacity
Room
Locker Room
Butterfly 1
Butterfly 2
Trout Haven
Beaver Lodge
Fox Den
TLC
Bear Den
Open Lobby Area
Chill Zone
Eagle Peak
Retail

Code Occupancy Level I COVID Occupancy Level II COVID Occupancy Level III COVID Occupancy
116
50
50
29
5 infants
5 infants
5 infants
10 toddlers
10 toddlers
10 toddlers
10 toddlers
10 toddlers
10 toddlers
14 toddlers
14 toddlers
14 toddlers
14 toddlers
14 toddlers
14 toddlers
2 children
2 children
2 children
118
50
50
30
102
50
50
26
1
1
1
1
188
50
50
47
2
1
1
1

Z. ON-MOUNTAIN PROGRAMMING & EVENTS
1. ASC and its partners will offer on-mountain events throughout the season. Some events require specific
permits from Pitkin County. ASC Event Staff and event specific partners will be communicating with
proper officials. All events and programs will follow company-wide COVID safety protocols, the 5
Commitments to Containment designed by Pitkin County, and guidelines listed below:
2. All participants and employees are required to wear face masks or appropriate coverings at all times of
interaction with others.
3. All events must submit an Event Safety Plan to Pitkin County Public Health Department. Special use
permits will be submitted to Pitkin County for individual events as necessary.
4. Events will adhere to appropriate state guidance, including appropriate capacity limits for the dial level.
5. All participants and staff MUST maintain a daily health and self-symptom check.
6. Capacity for each program and event will be
7. Specific area capacity limits will be determined by safety regulations in place for the dial level at the
time of the event. included within overall resort capacity. Specific areas will be limited to state and
county regulations based on the square footage for the program or event.
8. Programs and events will be cancelled based on state and county restrictions.
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9. Program name: Opening Day
Program name: Opening Day
Overview: Music in the base and on-mountain to spread people out and provide prize incentives for
midday arrivals.
Mountain: All
Date: November 26, 2020 (Aspen & Snowmass), December 12, 2020 (Highlands), December 18, 2020
(Buttermilk)
Venue: Base areas, Sundeck, Merry go Round, Cliffhouse, Elk Camp
Staff: 2 event operations staff
Registration: N/A
Safety Measures: Informational signage provided to encourage social distancing.
10. Program name: Thanksjibbing
Overview: A community-based rail jam competition featuring local skiers and snowboarders.
Mountain: Snowmass
Date: November 27, 2020
Venue: Lowdown Terrain Park
Participants: 40 (20 skiers and 20 snowboarders)
Staff: 15. Event operations staff, terrain park staff, judges, and announcers
Registration: App based online registration including electronic waiver. Digital check in day of event.
Safety Measures: Expanded start area to avoid congestion, limited competitors per heat, distanced
podium, participant contact tracing.
11. Program name: Music on The Mountain
Overview: A season-long, weekly outdoor live music series at on-mountain restaurants.
Mountain: All
Date: Season-long (various dates including each mountain’s opening date and weekdays throughout the
season)
Venue: Sundeck, Merry go Round, Cliffhouse, Bumps, Spider Sabich, Elk Camp, High Alpine
Participants: N/A
Staff: 1 Event operations staff
Registration: N/A
Safety Measures: Informational signage provided to require social distancing. Performance area placed
at least 25 feet away from seating areas.
12. Program name: USASA Aspen Snowmass Series
Overview: An amateur free ski and snowboard competition series for local and regional athletes across
a variety of competitive disciplines. Competitions held in Slalom, Giant Slalom,
Skicross/Snowboardcross, Slopestyle, Halfpipe, and Rail Jam sport disciplines.
Mountain: Aspen Highlands, Buttermilk and Snowmass
Date: January 1 through and March 7, 2021
Venue: Slalom and Giant Slalom: Thunderbowl run at Aspen Highlands
Skicross/Snowboardcross: Eagle Hill run at Buttermilk
Slopestyle and Rail Jam: Makaha Terrain Park at Snowmass
Halfpipe: Buttermilk halfpipe, located on the Government Ski Run
Participants: 70 per event, ranging from under 6 at the youngest, to the 60+ Methuselah class
Staff: 30 including judges and volunteer parents
Registration: Online registration in advance including electronic waiver, pre-event health screen, and
event information using Team App. No onsite registration
Safety Measures: All individuals in venue must be pre-registered, no more than 3 consecutive event
days and a minimum 5-day gap between consecutive event blocks. Divisional heats separating start
times by age to limit group size, expanded start area to avoid points of congestion, no spectators in finish
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corral. Dedicated series Covid-19 coordinator position to enforce mandatory face covering, virtual
awards, contact tracing for all athletes, coaches, judges and officials, and to track local infection rates
and determine need for cancellation.
13. Program name: Game of Stones
Overview: Curling comes back to Snowmass with the Game of Stones curling series at the Base Village
Ice Rink. Teams of two will compete in a head-to-head elimination competition. The first team that
reaches 10 points wins.
Mountain: Snowmass
Date: December 11 & 18, 2020. January 8, 15, 22 & 29, 2021. February 5, 12, 19 & 26, 2021
Venue: Base Village Ice Skating Rink
Participants: 10 Ten people per session/each session is 30 minutes
Staff: Two staff on site
Operations: Curling operation takes place on the ice-skating rink as well as the use of stones and
brooms
Registration: Online registration including electronic waiver.
Safety Measures: All participants and staff required to wear a mask and practice social distancing. Staff
will disinfect all the stones and brooms between each session.
14. Program name: Summit for Life
Overview: A fundraising uphill program to raise money for local non-profit formatted as a virtual race
with no organized start/finish or timing.
Mountain: Virtual
Date: November 26 - December 6, 2020
Venue: Virtual Only
Participants: 400 virtual racers
Staff: No in-person staff needed
Operations: No in-person operations needed. No organized uphill programming at any mountain.
Registration: Online registration including electronic waiver.
Safety Measures: No large group gathering this year, all touchless/contactless.
15. Program name: Snowmass Luminescence
Overview: A nightly activation in Snowmass that includes six segments with different designs that
create an immersive walking path from sunset until 9pm connecting the mall to base village.
Mountain: Snowmass
Date: December 18, 2020 - February 28, 2021
Venue: Fanny Hill, Snowmass Mall, Base Village
Participants: N/A
Staff: 1-5 Event operations staff
Operations: Constructed by ASC staff in December and open nightly to encourage guests to spend time
outside and walk between key areas in Snowmass.
Registration: N/A
Safety Measures: All guests will be required to wear a mask and practice social distancing. This is a
touchless/contactless activation.
16. Program name: Audi Ajax Cup
Overview: Aspen Valley Ski & Snowboard Club fundraiser. Dual slalom with 16 teams of 6 racers
compete for the Ajax Cup
Mountain: Aspen Mountain or Highlands
Date: December 30, 2020
Venue: North American on Aspen Mountain or Thunderbowl on Highlands
Participants: 100
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Staff: 25 including event operations
Operations: Operations will include; Snow cat operations/fence crew/Ski Patrol-AVSC to schedule
Registration: Racers register online. Prior meetings will take place virtually.
Safety Measures: All staff and racers will be required to self -symptom check each day prior to arriving
on site. Staff and racers will also have to wear masks and practice social distancing. We will schedule all
practices and race runs in shifts to eliminate any gathering in the venues. There will be no spectators on
site during this event.
17. Program name: Winterskol Hearst/Men’s Health
Overview: ASC Partner activation in multiple location focused on promotional product displays with
possible activation stations where a skier could get photo taken, get product samples, or participate in
complimentary Nastar races.
Mountain: Aspen and Snowmass
Date: January 13-17, 2021
Venue: Aspen Mountain and Snowmass Mountain
Participants: N/A
Staff: 10 split between ASC event staff and Men’s Health staff
Registration: NA
Safety Measures: All activations will follow State, County and City health guidelines for social
distance and masks.
18. Program name: X Games Aspen
Overview: Top athletes will compete in a variety of ski and snowboard disciplines broadcast online and
TV during three days of events.
Mountain: Buttermilk
Date: January 26 – 31, 2021
Participants: Eight athletes per competition
Staff: 300 + staff members on site
Venue: X Games will operate on the Government Trail and Super Pipe at Buttermilk as well as logistics
and TV compounds in the Buttermilk parking lots.
Operations: Operations will include; Snow cat operations/fence crew/uphill transportation/Ski
Patrol/Sports and Comp/TV Operations/AV and Lighting Operations.
Registration: This is an invite-only event for competitors; athlete registration will take place on line
prior to the event.
Safety Measures: This year, no spectators will be allowed on site or near the competition venues at any
time during the event. Staff will be limited to only necessary positions. All staff and athletes will
symptom self-check daily and stay within their specific working groups throughout the event. All staff
and athletes will be required to wear masks and practice social distancing at all times.
****This event requires a Special Event Permit through Pitkin County, please refer to the permit
application for specific event details.
19. Program name: Owl Creek Chase
Overview: 21K Nordic Ski race along the Owl Creek Trail organized and managed by City of Aspen,
Aspen Snowmass Nordic Council and AVSC (Nordic).
Mountain: Two Creeks Ski Area/Buttermilk
Date: One-day (tbd) in February, 2021
Venue: Owl Creek Trail
Participants: 150 athletes
Staff: 25 including event operations, judges and officials
Operations: Operations will include; City of Aspen Staff and volunteers
Registration: Athlete registration will take place on-line prior to the event. All athlete meetings will
take place virtually.
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Safety Measures: All staff and athletes will be required to self -symptom check each day prior to
arriving on site. Staff and athletes will also have to wear masks and practice social distancing. There will
be no spectators on site during this event.
20. Program name: Power of Four Ski Mountaineering Race
Overview: 26-mile ski mountaineering race starting in Snowmass base Village, crossing Buttermilk,
Highlands, and ending at Aspen Mountain Gondola Plaza.
Mountain: All
Date: March 6, 2021
Participants: 400
Registration: staggered registration windows the day prior. No more than 20 people in line at a time
with social distancing in place. Athlete meeting will be a prerecorded video.
Safety Measures: staggered starts. Contactless aid stations with limited supplies. Masks required when
at start, aid stations, and finish line. No finish line party. Awards mailed to winners.
****This event requires a Special Event Permit through Pitkin County, please refer to the permit
application for specific event details.
21. Program name: Junior Freeride
Overview: A big mountain freeride competition with 13-18 year olds from within Colorado rocky
mountain division.
Mountain: Snowmass
Date: March 11 & 12, 2021
Venue: Hanging Valley Headwall
Participants: 100 (13-18 year-olds)
Staff: 20 including judges and volunteer parents
Registration: Online registration including electronic waiver. Digital check in day of using Team App.
Safety Measures: Divisional heats separating start times by age, expanded start area to avoid points of
congestion, no spectators in finish corral, mandatory face covering, virtual awards, contact tracing for all
athletes, coaches, judges and officials.
22. Program name: America’s Uphill
Overview: Uphill race on Aspen Mountain organized and managed by City of Aspen and Ute
Mountaineer.
Mountain: Aspen Mountain
Date: March 13, 2021
Venue: Little Nell, Bingo slot, to Spar Gulch, Tortilla Flats, Deer Park to Pussyfoot, Silver bell and
Easy Chair to the sundeck.
Participants: 200 athletes
Staff: 25 including event operations
Operations: Operations will include; Ski Patrol (marking the route), City of Aspen Staff and Volunteers
Registration: Athlete registration will take place on-line prior to the event. All athlete meetings will
take place virtually.
Safety Measures: All staff and athletes will be required to self -symptom check each day prior to
arriving on site. Staff and athletes will also have to wear masks and practice social distancing. There will
be no spectators on site during this event.
23. Program name: 4 MTN Challenge
Overview: App based scavenger hunt with locations that players check in across the four mountains.
Upon completion of all check-in locations participants entered into a raffle for prizes.
Mountain: All
Date: December 18, 2020 – April 4, 2021
Participants: Unlimited
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Operations: Info available online, at ticket offices and promoted through ski school, guest services and
other marketing channels. QR code with link to download the app. Scanning a QR code at each location
counts as checking in. The game played starting at any mountain and going to check points in any order
so teams are not all going for the same locations simultaneously.
Registration: Online registration including electronic waiver.
Safety Measures: No contact with staff is necessary at any point since the game is app based. Check in
locations will be QR codes that do not require guest to touch anything, standard mountain mask
requirement.
24. Program name: Aspen Snowmass Open
Overview: Ski and snowboard athletes compete on the X Games Slope/Big Air and Super Pipe courses
for USSA/FIS points and prize money.
Mountain: Buttermilk
Date: February 21-February 26, 2021
Venue: Government Trail and Super Pipe (venues closed to the public)
Participants: 150 athletes
Staff: 25 including event operations, judges and officials
Operations: Operations will include; Snow cat operations/fence crew/uphill transportation/Ski
Patrol/Sports and Comp.
Registration: Athlete registration will take place on-line prior to the event. All athlete meetings will
take place virtually.
Safety Measures: All staff and athletes will be required to self -symptom check each day prior to
arriving on site. Staff and athletes will also have to wear masks and practice social distancing. We will
schedule all practices in shifts to eliminate any gathering in the venues. There will be no spectators on
site during this event.
25. Program name: Spring Jam
Overview: Spring Jam, the premier spring festival in the Rocky Mountains, will bring competitions,
music and activities to Aspen/Snowmass. Activities include; Banked Slalom, Kick Aspen, Terrain Park
Boot Camp, Music on the Mountain, Mountain Mission and more.
Mountain: All
Date: March 17 - 28, 2021
Participants: Participation will vary with each event
Staffing: Staffing numbers will vary with each event
Operations: Operations will include; snow cats, snowmobiles, timing, amplified music and lights
Registration: All registration will be on line
Safety Measures: All staff and Spring Jam participants will be required to wear a mask and practice
social distancing. We will stagger race starts to eliminate gathering points.
26. Program name: Elk Mountain Grand Traverse
Overview: The Grand Traverse is a point-to-point ski race from Crested Butte to Aspen. Racers travel
40 miles across the Elk Mountain range, climbing over 6,800 vertical feet.
Mountain: Finish Line at Aspen Mountain
Date: March 28, 2021
Venue: The finish area is on the west side of the Aspen Gondola plaza
Participants: 150+ racers
Staff: 4 staff members at the finish line
Operations: Operations will include ski patrol and operations team at the finish line
Registration: Online registration including electronic waiver.
Safety Measures: All racers must symptom self-check prior to arriving in Aspen. All racers are required
to wear a mask and practice social distancing. No spectators allowed at the finish line. No food/swag or
awards will take place in Aspen.
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27. Program name: NASTAR Nationals
Overview: Recreational racers compete within their age and ability group to earn a National
Championship title and place in the final, Race of Champions.
Mountain: Snowmass
Venue: Spider Sabich Race Arena
Date: April, 2021
Participants: 500 - 800 skiers
Staffing: 20-30 staff members on site
Operations: Races will be held within five race venues, will include snow cat use, snowmobiles, timing
and amplified sound.
Registration: Registration is on line, packet pick up will be at Base Village Conference room
Safety Measures: All staff and NASTAR participants will be required to wear masks and practice social
distancing. Race starts are staggered as well as grab and go meal distribution to eliminate gathering
points. Awards will be virtual
28. Program name: Mountain Games
Overview: A series of on-mountain fun “competitions” in creative activities designed for anyone to
participate in without prior training.
Mountain: Snowmass
Date: Six days spread out in March & April
Venue: Venues will vary each week dependent on the weekly activity
Participants: 50 people per event per day
Staff: 3-5 staff per event
Operations: Operations will include setting a slalom course for fat tire bikes, axe throwing course,
biathlon course, shovel race-course, dash for cash and snow golf. Timing equipment used for some
events. Snow cats and snowmobiles used by staff for each event.
Registration: Online registration including electronic waiver.
Safety Measures: All participants and staff required to wear a mask and practice social distancing. Staff
will disinfect all the equipment between each session. Sessions/race heats will be staggered to decrease
large groups.
29. Program name: Terrain Park Boot Camp
Overview: Complimentary terrain park skills instruction from Aspen Skiing Company team athletes and
professional instructors.
Mountain: Snowmass
Date: Selected dates in March
Venue: Lowdown Terrain Park
Participants: Limited during each session to small group with coach/athlete ratios in line with Ski and
Snowboard Schools of Aspen standards
Operations: Waivers and registration will take place online. Physically distanced instruction protocol.
Instruction groups will focus on physically separate terrain elements such as rails, jumps or the small
halfpipe.
Registration: Online registration including electronic waiver.
Safety Measures: Expanded footprint for check in area, contact tracing of staff and participants,
contactless distribution of participant gifts.
30. Program name: Slash the Mass Banked Slalom Snowboard Race
Overview: Snowboard race on custom course at unique on-mountain location
Mountain: Snowmass
Date: Two consecutive days in March
Venue: Garrett Gulch Ski Run
Participants: 150
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Operations: Waivers and registration will take place online. Racers will take to the course one at a time,
separated by 1-minute intervals.
Registration: Online registration including electronic waiver. Bib pickup will take place outdoors and
contact free.
Safety Measures: Expanded start area to accommodate increased physical distancing, scheduled start
windows for age groups, contact tracing of staff and participants, contactless distribution of participant
gifts/awards.
31. Program name: USSA Alpine NorAm Finals
Overview: Alpine ski races in all disciplines (Downhill, Super G, Alpine Combined, Giant Slalom,
Slalom and Parallel) for FIS points.
Mountain: Highlands
Date: April, 2021
Venue: Stapleton Race Arena (Thunderbowl)
Participants: 300 racers total with cap of 100 individual racers per day based on discipline.
Staff: 50 including event operations, judges and officials
Operations: Operations will include; Snow cat operations/fence crew/uphill transportation/Ski
Patrol/timing, course crew and race officials.
Registration: Athlete registration will take place on-line prior to the event. All athlete meetings will
take place virtually.
Safety Measures: All staff and athletes will be required to self -symptom check each day prior to
arriving on site. Staff and athletes will also have to wear masks and practice social distancing. We will
schedule all practices in shifts to eliminate any gathering in the venues. There will be no spectators on
site during this event.
32. Program name: Closing Day
Overview: Closing day activities at each mountain including pond-skim, ski races, mogul competitions,
costume contests, live music and other activities
Mountain: All
Date: April 4, 2021 (Highlands & Buttermilk), April 18, 2021 (Aspen & Snowmass),
Venue: Venues will vary based on social distancing, group size and activity
Participants: TBD
Staff: 5-10 staff members for each closing activity
Operations: Operations can include: snow cat use to build ski splash ponds, race courses etc. As well as
live music, participant contests etc.
Registration: No registration required
Safety Measures: All participants and staff required to wear a mask and practice social distancing. Staff
will disinfect all the equipment between each session. Sessions/race heats will be staggered to decrease
large groups.
33. Program name: Daily Complimentary Coffee
Overview: Complimentary 8oz cups of coffee daily from 9am-10am at the base of all four mountains.
ASC guest service ambassadors will staff the coffee stations.
Mountain: All
Date: November through April
Participants: N/A
Operations: Guest service staff will make coffee each afternoon in 10-gallon cambros. The staff will be
put coffee into single-use compostable cups and have it available for guest pick-up.
Registration: N/A
Safety Measures: Guests will not touch the cambro and individual servings will be available for pickup. Social distancing is required along with masks.
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34. Program name: Daily Complimentary Afternoon Snacks
Overview: Complimentary individually wrapped bar snacks distributed daily at the base of all four of
mountains starting at 2:30 in the afternoon.
Mountain: All
Date: November through April
Participants: N/A
Operations: ASC guest service staff hand out the bars.
Registration: N/A
Safety Measures: Staff will provide individual servings for guest pick-up. Social distancing is required
along with masks.
35. Program name: Daily Complimentary Afternoon Hot Chocolate
Overview: Complimentary 8oz cups of Hot Chocolate daily from 2pm-4pm at the base of all four of our
mountains.
Mountain: All
Date: November through April
Participants: Unlimited
Operations: Guest service staff will make fresh hot chocolate each afternoon in 10-gallon cambros. The
staff will put hot chocolate into single-use compostable cups and have it available for guest pick-up.
Registration: NA
Safety Measures: Guests will not touch the cambro and individual servings will be available for pickup. Social distancing is required along with masks.
36. Program name: Partnership Activations
Overview: ASC and Resort Partners create promotional product displays with various locations
throughout the winter season.
Mountain: All
Date: December through April
Participants: N/A
Operations:
ASC Resort Partners activate on our mountains or at the base of our mountains with the goal of
marketing their product while enhancing our guest experience. Example: Audi car display of newest
models at the base of the mountain.
Registration: NA
Safety Measures: All activations will follow State, County and City health guidelines for social
distance and masks.
AA.

Aspen Valley Ski Club (AVSC)

1. Team Attendance & Symptom Log
a. All teams MUST maintain a daily attendance log that includes athletes, coaches and staff names.
b. All teams MUST maintain a daily health and symptom check log that corresponds to all athletes,
coaches and staff attending each training session.
c. Attendance and symptom logs must be available at any point and kept on file for 3 weeks following
the final training session at the AVSC venue.
d. Teams will notify AVSC immediately if an athlete, coach or staff contracts COVID-19.
2. AVSC Venues
a. All teams are to stay within their groups and not mix in with other teams.
b. Each team will be given an area to leave backpacks, equipment, etc. that will be their own. Please
respect this area and do not spread out into other teams’ areas.
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c. The Highlands Base Area will not be open for changing. Athletes will be requested to come ready to
train.
d. All athletes, coaches and staff must maintain 6’ social distancing. If 6’ social distancing cannot be
maintained, masks must be worn.
e. Masks are to be worn in lift lines and on the lifts.
f. Lifts are to be ridden alone or with team members.
g. Restrooms will be available at the bottom of the escalators.
3. Athlete, Coaches and Staff Agreements and Restrictions
a. Athletes, coaches and staff will not come to training if they have a cough, fever or ANY type of
illness.
b. Athletes, coaches and staff will follow county and ASC regulations on the use of face coverings
while on mountain.
c. Athletes, coaches and staff will not shake hands, high five, fist bump or engage in any unnecessary
physical contact.
4. Parent and Spectator Agreements and Restrictions
a. Parents and spectators are not allowed to attend training sessions.
b. Parents will monitor their athletes’ symptoms and take their athlete’s temperature prior to all
sessions and not allow attendance if a fever or any symptoms are present.
5. Aspen Supports Kids (ASK) programming:
Planning:
1. ASK has limited participation to 50 kids per access point per hour. This will include 10 instructors (or
less) and 1 coordinator.
2. ASK is using staggered start times, beginning at 9 am.
3. ASK has added additional drop-off and pick up points to keep participants spread out.
Drop off/Pick up
4. ASK will limit drop off to 1 parent with participants.
5. ASK will require parent and participant to wear a mask for the duration of the drop off and pick up
process.
6. Parents will have 15 minutes to drop their child/children, connect with their group and then will be
asked to leave. Same procedure at pick up.
7. For certain access points, the participants will be arriving on a bus with additional support for safety –
2/3 chaperones per bus will help connect kids with their coaches.
8. ASK will provide signage to keep our participants structured and organized in defined spaces at any
given access point.
Physical Distancing:
1. Meeting areas will be increased in size and individual group meeting locations will be spaced to ensure
social distancing and no intermingling between groups
2. Ratios would be 1: 7-10 for older kids and 1:5 for younger kids. Group ratios will be within the CDPHE
regulations.
Lunch Breaks:
1. Scheduled lunches in specified eating areas to control the number of ASK groups eating at one time.
2. Specified locations allowed for groups to access for breaks/etc. Scheduled.
3. Lunch is included in the price of the program so there will be no cash exchanged on site.
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4. Lunch and break locations will generally be the school-specific locations, such as the Inn at Aspen, Base
Village Conference Center, Spider Sabich Restaurant.
5. Children’s break areas will be school specific areas whenever possible.
6. During breaks, groups will not intermingle and will remain socially distanced from other groups.
All Plans for AVSC Are Tentative and Subject to Change
All plans are tentative and depend on local, county, state and federal directives. Guidelines can be found
at Pitkin County Guidelines, State of Colorado Guidelines and CDC Guidelines.
BB.

Challenge Aspen ADA lessons
1. Reservations recommended to be made at least 2 weeks in advance
2. Each participant will be required to complete a Pre-Arrival Form
3. Form must be returned to office no later than 7 days prior to reservation date
■ Including understanding of Challenge Aspen COVID-19 protocols & adhering to them
Reservation is not confirmed until all paperwork is received
4. Upon arrival, participant(s) will be required to answer the Participant Arrival Screening
Questionnaire
5. Everyone's temperatures will be checked each day upon arrival.
6. A temperature of 100.4 and greater is considered a fever.
7. See Pitkin County COVID-19 Employer / Employee Guide for further instructions.
8. Link to the Pitkin County COVID-19 Employer / Employee Guide.
9. If temperature and/or other symptoms are present upon arrival the lesson will be canceled
and refund issued minus any non-refundable fees from vendors.
10. If temperature and/or other symptoms present themselves at any time during the ski lesson,
the remaining lesson days will be cancelled and participant(s) and any applicable employees
will follow the Pitkin County guidelines for COVID-19 testing and self-quarantine.
11. Challenge Aspen requests everyone use hand sanitizer upon entering the office.
12. 6 Foot physical distancing guidelines will be followed for both indoor and outdoor
environments except in cases where it is unsafe to maintain that distance.
13. Everyone will be required to wear effective and properly fitted face coverings in accordance
with State, County, and Municipal requirements.
14. All participants must sign Code of Conduct/Risk Form and understand that they are
participating at their own risk.
15. All employees, volunteers and participants must sign the Release of Liability Waiver.
16. During 1st day with participant(s), staff will demonstrate proper mask, cleaning and
disinfecting, and precautionary surface touching procedures.
17. Ski/Snowboard lesson meeting location will be mutually agreed upon by the Challenge
Aspen Reservationist/Ski Pro/Participant prior to the start of each day.
18. Adaptive equipment setup times will be scheduled to allow for no more than 6 people in the
equipment room at any given time.
19. Sharing of food or drink is not allowed.
20. Participants will not be allowed to leave personal belongings or gear in the Challenge Aspen
office due to limited space.
21. Anything inadvertently left behind will be placed in a plastic bag.
22. All equipment used during the ski lesson will be cleaned according to cleaning protocols
established by Pitkin County, at the beginning & end of each day.
23. Refund policy will be reviewed on a case by case basis.
24. All transportation will be limited current regulations by the State, County and RFTA
(Roaring Fork Transit Association).
25. Hand sanitizer will be supplied in each vehicle.
26. Participants & employees must use hand sanitizer upon entry into the vehicle.
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27. A small plastic tote with appropriate sanitizing products will be stored in each Challenge
Aspen vehicle.
28. Employees are responsible for checking and restocking each tote after use.
29. Face coverings will be worn by everyone within the vehicle at all times.
30. Air flow will be maximized during transport by opening of the vehicle windows.
31. Clean and disinfect all vehicle surfaces including seats, windows and railings after each use.
Challenge Aspen will maintain a vehicle cleaning log.
32. Challenge Aspen Locals program will be offered as afternoon half days, with no lunches, to
minimize the number of people in the office.
CC.

ANCILLARY INFORMATION

1. Weather Plan: for spring concerns of lightning and other emergencies
a. We will move our lightning plan from 10 miles to 15 miles for our warning window. This will be
implemented for all affected chairs. For Gondolas---at this time we let the guests know that it is a
good idea to download. We will continue to shut the gondola down when lightening is within a 5mile radius.
b. Guest safety is paramount. If necessary to protect guests from inclement weather such as lightning,
extreme snow events, injury, or other emergency (including but not limited to severely low
temperatures, high winds, exceptionally intense snow, or imminent avalanche danger) , capacity
limitations of on mountain facilities will be disregarded to ensure guest safety. If such an event
occurs, the local health authorities will be notified and given a report of the event, including date,
time, duration, event type, location(s) and details of the event. Subject to safety being the priority,
we will seek to collect contact information from those involved.
c. During an emergency requiring sheltering of guests and employees, COVID-19 guidelines for
distancing, masks, and hand washing should be followed to the greatest extent possible.
d. Each facility will have a log sheet to collect guest and employee contact information.
2. Messaging to employees or guests who are not feeling well:
a. Employees will be trained on recognizing the symptoms for illness.
b. Thank the individual for informing us of their status.
c. Employees assisting others who exhibit signs or symptoms of illness will follow all recommended
social distancing and hygiene protocols before and after assisting the individual.
d. Remain calm and demonstrate empathy toward the situation.
i. If the guest is a child, get safely to our sick room at Tree house and call parents.
ii. Inform parents of group that child is in activity with.
e. Ask/request that the guest/employee go home for their safety and the safety of others.
i. If a child is showing signs of illness, request that the parent not drop the child off that
day.
ii. Inform the guest that we cannot accommodate the child that day due to the safety of
others.
f. Ask the employee to check in daily regarding symptoms.
i. If the employee is showing symptoms they should contact their primary care physician,
or the Aspen Valley Hospital at 970-925-1120 and Aspen Medical Center at 970-9200104.
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DD.

EMPLOYEE HOUSING

A. Overview - This plan provides a detailed description of the processes and procedures ASC will implement
in its employee housing units for the 2020-2021 season. ASC owns and manages approximately 600
seasonal rental beds and will manage an additional 100 beds that belong to the Aspen Pitkin County
Housing Authority for this year. In addition, the company owns and manages 350 year-round rental units
for its full time employees. This plan will primarily address the seasonal units.
B. Housing Allocation - ASC allocates its seasonal housing to various departments based on need. Once
these allocations are made, the hiring managers determine which employees they are hiring need housing
and which of those will be offered company housing. ASC subsidizes the monthly rent for employees in
our housing, offering rates well below the free market rates in the community, making ASC housing a
highly valued benefit.
C. Housing Configuration – Almost all tenants in employee housing are given a private room that is
equipped with a bathroom and furniture. Units that have a shared bedroom are leased to parties that have
an existing relationship. Individual units can be locked and isolated from other tenants. Units are
available as single, two and four room configurations that may share a common kitchen and living room.
Tenants are able to isolate themselves from others in the case of an isolation or quarantine order.
D. Employee Communication – Employee housing will create a COVID updated email list that includes all
tenants. This communication tool will allow for timely updates to all housing tenants on current COVID
recommendations, precautions, policy changes and situation updates. Signage will be posted in all areas
that explain the restrictions and policies for use of those spaces (e.g. shared laundry facilities).
E. Lease Provisions - All tenants are required to sign a lease that includes the following relevant clauses (the
entire lease clauses are available to review upon request):
a. I am aware of whom my resident manager(s) are and how I may reach them, what to do and who
to contact in the event of an emergency, disturbance, or lock out.
b. I understand the policy on parties, noises & disturbances, vandalism, guests & squatting,
smoking indoors, illegal drug use, trash & recycling, pet policy, and the repercussions for
violating these policies. (See: 4a-4q).
c. Limits on Use: The Unit shall be used and occupied by the Tenant as a private dwelling unit and
for no other purpose. Tenant shall comply with all laws, orders and regulations of the federal,
state, county and municipal authorities, and with any direction of any public officer, pursuant to
law, which shall impose any duty upon Tenant with respect to the Unit or the Property. Tenant,
if employed by Aspen Skiing Company, may occupy the Unit in accordance with the terms of
this Lease Agreement for so long as the Company employs Tenant. Tenant, if employed by
Aspen Skiing Company, shall immediately notify the Landlord in the event of any change in
employment status, including termination, resignation or reduction in hours from full time to part
time. If employment is discontinued “for cause,” tenant has 72 hours from the termination date
to vacate the unit.
d. Unit Inspections: (See K) Tenant shall allow Landlord access to the Unit at any time for the
purposes of conducting inspections to ensure Tenant's compliance with the terms of this Lease
Agreement and the Rules and Regulations for the Property, as may be amended.
e. Rights of Other Tenants: Tenant shall not interfere with the right of quiet enjoyment of any
other occupant of the Property. Tenant shall not make or permit to be made any loud or
disturbing noises on the Property nor shall Tenant permit any guest, agent or family member to
do anything that might interfere with the rights, comforts or convenience of any other occupant
of the Property.
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f. When We May Enter: Tenant shall permit landlord or the landlord’s agents or employees to enter
the premises at reasonable times and with reasonable notice for the purpose of making necessary
or convenient repairs or reasonable inspections, pest control, preventing waste of utilities,
preventative maintenance or to show the premises to prospective residents. Entry may be made
without prior notice if landlord or landlord’s agents or employees believe that an emergency
exists. We will not enter any unit under quarantine, unless an emergency requires it.
g. “Zero Tolerance Policy”: Quiet hours are from 10:00 P.M. to 8:00 A.M. Aspen Skiing
Company Housing enforces a “Zero Tolerance” policy. Any violations especially in relation to
fighting, parties, gatherings that exceed the public health order, smoking indoors, vandalism, and
noise violations/disturbances will NOT be tolerated on any level and will be dealt with swiftly.
Aspen Skiing Company reserves the right to revoke ski passes, issue fines, and/or begin
termination and removal from housing for such offenses. Violations of the above will result in
the immediate eviction of all responsible parties, forfeiture of your security deposit, and possible
termination of your position with Aspen Skiing Company making you ineligible for rehire.
h. Controlled Substances: Tenant shall not consume, use, distribute, manufacture, grow, or produce
any drugs, healthcare plants, or controlled substances on the premises including marijuana
understanding that such activity is a material breach of this lease and the proper authorities will
be notified in case of any criminal activities. Smoking inside of any kind is prohibited.
F. Lease Addendum – Employees that sign a lease are required to sign addendums that includes the
following relevant provisions. In addition to rules and regulations outlined in the lease, residents MAY
NOT:
a. Have excessive noise levels at any time in apartments or common areas. Quiet hours are from
10pm to 8am. Violations may result in fines, suspension of ski pass, and/or possible eviction.
b. Engage in illegal activities.
G. Other Addendums – Tenants are also required to sign Addendums for the following issues:
a. Mold Addendum
b. Smoke Detector Addendum
c. Parking Agreement
d. Covid-19 Prevention Addendum (this will be a new addendum)
H. Covid-19 rules, regulations, addendums and modifications to tenant leases
a. ASC has implemented the following housing regulations to mitigate the impact of Covid-19 and
limit the effects of an outbreak:
i. Prior to moving into employee housing, tenants will be required to complete a Covid-19
screening evaluation and show proof of a negative Covid-19 test, administered no more
than 3 days prior to moving into housing.
ii. Tenants will be required to complete a daily Covid-19 screening assessment. Any tenant
who answers yes to a screening question will avoid interacting with other tenants and
isolate themselves until the issue can be evaluated and the issue is resolved.
iii. All tenants who develop any Covid-19 like symptom will be evaluated by a medical
professional and follow their recommendations.
iv. Tenants who are determined to be infected with Covid-19 will comply with all physician
and Department of Public Health directives regarding isolation and quarantine.
v. Tenants who live in multi-room units and are required to isolate or quarantine are
required to notify the tenants they share a common space with. They should also notify
the Housing Manager to determine if options exist for temporary relocation into
designated isolation housing units.
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vi. Housing Managers will not share information with others but will ensure that the tenant
under isolation/quarantine has adequate access to supportive items such as cleaning
supplies, food and medication.
vii. If the housing administrator has unused housing units, they may move tenants under
isolation/quarantine orders to that unit to minimize exposure to other tenants.
viii. Tenants are required to maintain recommended social distancing at all times while in
ASC housing.
ix. Tenants are required to wear a mask any time they are in employee housing buildings
except for when they are in their own unit.
x. Tenants are prohibited from having any parties, gatherings or other group events in or
near employee housing properties that include anyone other than the tenants they share
common space with as part of a multi-bed unit.
xi. Tenants are not allowed to have guests in their unit.
xii. Failure to follow any of these provisions will result in immediate termination of housing.
In event of a party or group get together violation, the party host unit will lose their
housing. All other attendees will be given a final warning and fined. Any other
violations will result in a loss of housing.
b. General Housing Procedures
i. All tenants will receive Covid-19 precaution and prevention information upon arrival.
The information will provide procedures for minimizing exposure to others, precautions
to take if others show signs of illness and steps to be taken if the tenant suspects they
may be ill.
ii. All common spaces such as hallways, stairwells, laundry rooms and other open areas
will be cleaned at least daily.
iii. All common areas that could be used for group gatherings will be closed.
iv. ASC Housing does not have any pools or hot tubs. If available, they would be closed to
use.
v. Where possible, entrances and stairwells will be designated as one-way entrances or
exits. The designations will not be enforced in the event of an emergency.
vi. Adequate cleaning supplies will be made available for all tenants to maintain overall
cleanliness of housing units.
vii. Hand washing stations will be made available at all housing entrances and in all housing
common spaces.
viii. Masks will be available for all tenants at the housing administration offices.
ix. Signage will be places at all points of access/egress detailing the policies and rules for
the housing building. Signage will include approved Pitkin County signage.
x. Guests will not be allowed in the housing units.
xi. Housing administration will conduct multiple daily walk through inspections of all
housing buildings to ensure compliance with the rules and regulations.
c. Room Allocation and Isolation Housing
i. Housing allocation will consider having working cohorts live together where possible to
ensure minimizing potential of spread.
ii. Up to 4 Isolation/quarantine rooms will be allocated within housing for temporary
relocation of tenants who have been ordered to isolate or quarantine and who are not able
to adequately isolate within their existing housing unit.
d. Tenant Isolation/Quarantine Support
i. Employees who are required to isolate or quarantine per public health order will be
provided with support services during their period of isolation. This will consist of
assistance in acquiring medications and food.
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ADDENDUMS





Restaurant Example (Elk Camp Restaurant)
Igloo Design
Tent Design
Locker Room Layout Example (Treehouse Locker Room)
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Restaurant Example
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Igloo Description
Our igloo has a diameter of 11’9”. Max height is 7’2”. The base area is 107 square feet. The
transparent cover is waterproof, nontoxic, UV resistant, -4Fahrenheit cold crack resistant, and
PFA701 - ASTM E84 fire retardant PVC.
Due to the geodesic shape, the igloo surface is always at right angles to the sun’s rays, heating it up
naturally. The interior retains heat, so the heaters do not need to be on 24/7.
The igloo comes with a halogen hanging heating element that provides infrared warmth. It
operates silently and includes a remote control for the 3 heat settings. The igloo has one entrance
and 2 air vents. It can withstand strong wind conditions up to 31 miles per hour and can bear up to
90 pounds of snow.
Seating capacity would be limited to no more than 10 persons (or current local and state
restrictions), and the igloos would be left vacant with the entrance open for 10 minutes between
settings to ventilate.
Quantity and locations to be determined. Based on needs and approvals.
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Tent Design Example

Locker Room Example
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